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Kamig discusses campus issues
By Jenn Gardner
Asst. News Editor
What do pizza, automobile
burglaries, budget cuts, Taco Bell
contracts and smoking in the dor
mitories all have in common?
Dr. Albert Kamig, President of
Cal State University San
Bernardino, gave time on Feb. 26
to hear these various concerns
from students. The first of two
President's Forums, known as
"Pizza with the President," was
held in the Student Union Events
Center where some of the 40 peo
ple in attendance brought their
issues to the floor.
Also available to help Kamig
answer questions were CSUSB
Vice President David DeMauro;
acting assistant vice president of
the Student Affairs and Student
Development departments, Helga
Kray; and CSUSB Police Chief,
Patrick McDonald.
One student expressed her
concern of the recent rise of auto
burglaries taking place in lot D.
McDonald attempted to ease the
fears of the students by saying
that the effects of these burgla
ries, "tugs at my heart strings,
and bothers me deeply."
Although the CSUSB police

Jenn Gardner/Chronicle
A sideline event at the forum was a discussion between President Karnig and a former faculty member
do have a plan to reduce the num
ber of incidents in lot D
McDonald was not able to dis
cuss the details publicly. He did
comment that the San Bernardino
Police Department has noticed a
rise in auto burglaries in sector B
- the area surrounding the
CSUSB campus.
The most questioned topic
was on the budget and how the
cuts — proposed by Gowmor
Gray Davis ~ would affect the
CSUSB campus. Several factors
depend on the status of the pro
posal at the end of May.
Another tuition raise would be

implemented Fall 2003, if the
state budget is cut according to
Davis' plan, causing tuition to
jump by 25 percent. CSUSB has
been approved to have an eight
percent increase in population,
and Kamig discussed the hiring
of 43 new faculty members - with
no lay-offs. Is this possible with
looming budget cuts?
Kamig discussed two signiffcant impacts of Davis' cuts being
adopted. The first would be a
heavier work loads impacting the
staff and faculty. The second
impact would be the approval of
the tuition increase, which would

Governor Davis faces possible recall
By Aaron Frederick
Staff Writer
In the midst of one of the
worst budget battles in a decade
Govemor Gray Davis now faces
a variety of opponents in the bid
for his recall, while his friends
are few and far between in the
emerging war of words.
The Califomian Republican,
Libertarian,
and
American
Independent Parties, powerful
unions such as the California
Teachers Association and fringe
groups like the anti-tax'People's
Advocate have joined or are con
sidering joining the growing bat
tle to remove Davis from office.
While the governor's popular
ity has plummeted to 27 percent,
he still enjoys the support of his
powerful political benefactors
and wealthy fundraising associ
ates. A number of potential can
didates across the political spectmm are viewing the situation as
a possible opportunity for the
mantle of govemor.
With a projected 35 billiondollar deficit, Davis has found
himself with the thankless task of
simultaneously raising taxes and
cutting spending. Democrats
have ardently opposed efforts to
cut spending and the govemor
has alienated several groups

including the California Teachers
Association in the process.
Meanwhile, the Republicans
have been equally intransigent on
the issue of raising taxes, and
anti-tax groups such as the
People's Advocate and the
California Libertarian Party have
supported the recall movement as
a result.

Courtesy of Altavista.com

Governor Davis
Califomians reelected Davis by a
small margin of five percent
ahead of his Republican chal
lenger Bill Simon, and following
the election, has suffered tremen
dous losses in the popularity
arena with his current rating of
27 percent.
His economically conserva
tive critics claim his equivocation
of the dismal condition of the
state's finances as his downplay
ing of its severity played a key

role. Other detractors have sup
ported the recall measure for a
variety of reasons ranging from
his pro-choice stance to illegal
immigration.
In fact, Davis' only support
appears to come from his own
California Democrats.
The
Office of State Senator Art Torres
has already issued a resolution
opposing the recall. Democrats
have threatened retaliatory meas
ures against Republicans should
the recall succeed.
State Senator Jirri Bmlte and
Assemblyman Bill Cox both
could face their own recall efforts
due to their leadership roles for
the California Republican legis
lators and that the Republicans
currently hold no statewide
offices in Califomia. Though
both politicians have distanced
themselves from the recall, they
may find themselves targets.
Additionally Democrats have
vilified Republicans as attempt
ing to subvert the 2002 election
they lost by executing an end run
to governor's office through the
recall. They have also protested
the estimated 25 million dollars
of special election fees.

^Davis continued
on page 16

impact all students. Trustees of
CSUSB will vote mid-May on
the increase.
Another impact of the increase
will be, according to Kamig,
"probably some modest change
with regards to class size." But
Kamig also has his priorities for
CSUSB. The first of these is "to
reduce the impact of budget cuts
on the university."
Secondly, CSUSB shall con
tinue to offer courses - and if nec-

~Pizza continued
on page 16
Peace Corps Day
Held on Campus

By Marie Thomson
Staff Writer
: 1^
Resource
Cfeotef at Califomia State
Univereity San Bernai^ino:
sponsored an event to com-;
memorate the 42nd anniver-;;
saiy of die founding of the ; :
Peace Corps.
;The event, held Feb. 28, V
featured Celeste Soderbery, ; a CSUSB graduate student,
who talked about Iter Pea<te|:
Corps volunteer experiehce|;
in Madagascar.
Soderbery shared
experiences, with a pict«re
|

~Peace Corps
continued on
page 16
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Award

CSUSB president receives Vision
By Vmceiil Dass
Staff Writer

The CDC will be offer
ing walk-in services at Jack
Brown Hall, Room 105.
Walk-in resume critiques on
Tue. and walk-in career
counseling Tue. and TTiurs.
For more information call
the Career Development
Center at 880-5250.

Scholarship
Opportunity

Vificent Dass/Chronich
President Karnig, recipient of the 2003 Vision of Hope
Award

share die vkion of hc^.

Local doctor featured on TLC I

Health NCWS

the medical field. He has one of
the largest existing collections
and is an expert on Egyptian sur
Benson Rarer, who received gical procedures.
One interesting feature of
the first honorary doctorate from
the
program is that in ancient
California State University in
June 2001, was featured on a spe Egypt some
cial diat aired on The Learning wore prosthetic legs iid toes.
Rarer
com
Channel (TLC) on
pares the surgi
Feb. 27.
cal procedures of
The program
the Egyptians to
"The
Ancient
the procedures
E.R." focused on
of
modern
surgical
proce
America
and
dures and instru
found them as
ments
from
being extremely
ancient Egypt. It
similar.
The
compared them to
major difference
ones that are used
is
that
in
emergency
Americans have
rooms today.
Courtesy of www.google.com
anesthetics.
The focus of
Rarer is a col
Dr. Benson Harer
the program was
lector of surgical
on a document
found in Egypt. This document instruments from Egypt. This
describes in detail how to cure a collection has been featured at
broken nose, heal cuts to the face Cal State in the Fullerton Art
and how to fix a dislocated shoul Museum.
Rarer also was once medical
der, among other injuries. These
director
at Riverside County
techniques are very similar to the
Regional
Medical Center. Rarer
ones used today; according to
also
had
a practice in San
Rarer, "techniques haven't
Bemardino
where he delivered
changed, technology has.'
many
children
for 30 years as on
Rarer knows a lot on this
obstetrician/gynecologist.
subject because of his collection

The controversary over terrorism insurance

By Marie Thomson
Staff Writer

from Egypt and his experience in

\Don t Pay . 10'.25e Each ForJustAFetv Copies!

On the brink of war with Iraq, America's health care insurers are
finding ways to exclude coverage of victims of terrorists attacks state
side. The state of California has now allowed legislation for insurance
companies to determine their individual policies reg^ding health
The Federal Government's answer caitie ifi
February 2002 Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA). The act was
supposed to allow for businesses to be assured the availabiUty of
property and casualty insurance. The act was imposed with the stipu
lation that the insurance corporations would devise their own terror
ism policies.
. •
J .
This was initially to aid developers who were production do to
the uncertainty of their projects liability insurance premiums. In
February 2002, the Bond Market Association had to terminate their
housing developments throughout the nation. This was largely do to
the loss of mortgage lenders canceling over 7 billion dollars in com
mercial mortgage loans.
The error in the TRIA, since February 2002. is that consumers are
up in arms over price gauging and still are under the looming threat ot
non-coverage when an act of terrorism actually occurs. Insurance
companies still have not made any definite plans to include teironsm
to their actual policies and Congress has failed to intervene either.
Things are not looking better considenng the TRIA allows insur
ance companies to receive an insurance backstop after meeting their
limits of coverage. Stipulated in the TRIA, the Federal Government
will pay up to a 100 billion dollar ceiling for acts of terrorism atter
insurance companies petition that they have compensated their cus
tomers within their limits.
u
m
Major health care management organizations such as Blue
Cross/Blue Shield, Health Net and Cigna have all claimed that they
will list terrorism as a covered benefit in their policies for the remain
der of this year and next. Though each organization has carefully
worded policies that define terrorism in various ways that may
exclude bio-terrorism and chemical warfare.

Do you have an interest in writing? Do people
say you have that flare for teamwork? Could you
be the next Tom Brokaw? Join the Coyote
Chronicle Staff, cal! 880-5289 or come to UH 037.
First Presbyterian Child Care Center
Where Childreri Leam to Love & Love to Learn

^ 8 ^ .11

Infant Care, Preschool & Child Care 6;30 AM • 6:00 PM
• "Harids-On" Age Appropriate Curriculum
* Nutritious Snacks & Meals

minimum 20 copies

Buzz
Career Development
Center Services

The President of California Stale University San Bernardino,
Dr.AlKamig, has been given th^Vision of Hope Award. He was
given this award by the Diocese of San Bernardino in recognition
of his outstanding contribution to the university and the commu
nity of San Bernardino.
Kamig was presented the award by the Diocese of San
Bernardino at the Third Annual Catholic School Banquet held at
the National Orange Show in San Bernardino.
"This is a personal award, but I gave it to the univCTSity, ais
there are many people in the univereity who have contributed to
the vision of hope," says Kamig.
The vision represents the help the university gives minority
students for education, while the hope is that the students and
community have for the future, Kamig says. The award is a
renection of the Diocese's vision statement in that it challenps
the Catholic schools and churches to have an impact on families,
neighborhoods and societies to pass on hope.
Kamig says the award is a reflection of what the umversity
does for its students and community, the commitment it has for
education and the hope the students have for the future. He says
he ht^s that ail leaders of Sah Bemardino wiU come together to

With Coupon Only
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Phi Beta Delta, the
honor society for interna
tional scholars, announces
the availability of scholar
ships to CSUSB undergrad
uate and graduate students,
includii^
dents.
The scholarships are
available to students who
show academic achieve
ment and involvement with
internationalism, along with
requirements.
other
Applications can be picked
up in UH-235.
For more information
and a complete list if
requirements please contact

mail Lisa

Ochoa-Vernandez

at elsa@csusb.edu. The
deadline to apply is April 7.

ROTC Internship
The ROTC will be
offering a summer intern
ship programs. For
information, contact ext.
5533

Inland Empire
Debating Society
This essay contest is
open to all students.
Producer
Edith" Smart
encourages students to par
ticipate in this event.
The topic for this year's
essay contest is "The
Importance of Debating in a
Democratic
Society."
Essays must be 300 to 500
words or no more than 3
pages.
The essay contest is
February 24-March 31. For
more information contact
Smart at (909) 887-4894.

Black Youth Vote!
Scholarship
Black Youth Vote! is
sponsoring an essay contest
titled "Our Voices,. Our
Issues, Our Politics: A Plan
to Black Youth Voters."
The contest is open to
adult males, 18 to 29.
Essays should be 700 words
or less and are due by
March 15, 2003.
For more infomation,
go to www.bigvote.org/contest.
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Police Reports
February 21
Incident: Vehicle burglary
At approximately 5:54a.m.
officers respotided to the CSUSB
parking lot-D regarding a report
of a vehicle burglary. Between
02-20-03, 1900 hours and 02-2103, 0515 hours, unknown person(s) smashed the passenger
window to ford pick up truck and
stole a DVD player, CD's and an
amplifier.
Disposition: Report taken

Drivers License
At approximately 2:41 p.m.
officers conducted a traffic stop
off campus for a vehicle code
violation. The driver was cited
for the violation and for driving a
vehicle with a suspended license.
The vehicle was towed per
authority of the Vehicle Code.
Disposition: Report taken.

Incident: Attempt vehicle bur
glary
At approximately 8:33 a.m.
officers responded to the CSUSB
parking lot-D regarding a report
of an attempt vehicle burglary.
Between 02-20-03, 2000 hours
and 02-21-03, 0830 hours,
unknown person(s) smashed the
passenger side window to a
Pontiac. No items were stolen
Disposition: Report taken

Incident: Petty Theft
At approximately 5:40 p.m.
officers received a phone report
regarding a petty theft from the
Health and Physical Education
building. A CSUSB student had
his wallet removed from his
sweat pants while he was playing
ball in the Arena. No leads or
suspect information at this time.
Disposition: Report taken.

Incident:

Courtesy ofgoogle.com

Incident: Identity Theft

At approximately 4:30 p.m.
officers received a phone report
At approximately 4:31 p.m. that a CSUSB student had had
officers responded to the CSUSB. her
identification
property
police department lobby regard stolen, and the identification was
ing a report of counterfeit now being used for loan applica
money.
tions and credit cards. The sus
A student reported that pect may be known, and the case
while at the north side of Jack is under investigation.

Incident: Forgery

ttom a f\"ve-do\\at b\\\. After a
few minutes the student realized
that he was given counterfeit

vehicle in D lot were missing.
The vehicle belonged to a
CSUSB resident student. No
leads or suspect information at
this time.
Disposition: Report taken

Detectives.

Incident: Threat to School

Possession of
Marijuana
At approximately 5:50 p.m.
officers responded to Serrano
Village Apartment #6 regarding a
report that a CSUSB student that
had Marijuana was confiscated
for destruction.
Disposition:
Report taken,
referred to CSUSB Student judi
cial Officer

Incident: Vehicle Burglary
At approximately 8:42 p.m.
officers responded to Lot D
regarding a vehicle burglary.
One of the vehicles windows was
sonal property.
No leads or suspect informa
tion at this time.
Disposition: Report taken

Employee
At approximately 5:40 p.m.
officers responded to D lot
February 26
Incident: Attempt vehicle bur
regarding a report that a CSUSB
glary
student had verbally threatened a Incident: Petty theft
At approximately 11:00 p.m.
At approximately 1:08 p.m.
CSUSB Parking Officer. Use
officers responded to the CSUSB
Officers responded to the CSUSB
case is under investigation.
parking lot-D regarding a report
Disposition:
Referred
to University Hall building regard
of an attempt vehicle burglary.
ing a petty theft report. An
Detectives.
Unknown person(s) smashed the
unknown black male adult, 6-0,
passenger's side window to a
170,
thin build, mid-twenties,
Incident: Theft from Vehicle
Honda. No items were stolen
goatee,
light complexion, gray
At approximately 8:30 p.m.
polytech
puller over sweatshirt,
officers responded to Lot C
black
running
pants, black tennis
regarding a theft from vehicle
shoes,
gray
or
rust colored base
February 23
report. The unlocked rear-slid
ball
cap.
Incident: Attempt to Receive ing window of a pick up was
The suspect entered an
Money by False Representation.
opened and personal property of
office
and stole a women's purse.
At approximately 5:35 p.m. the owner was taken without the
officers responded to an off cam owner's permission. No leads or Victim ran after the subject and
got her purse back.
pus residence regarding a report suspect information at this time.
Disposition:
Report
taken,
of false representation.
Disposition: Report taken.
referred
to
investigations
An unknown male called a
CSUSB student and told her he Incident: Vehicle Burglary
represented the Cal State
At approximately 6:39 a.m. Incident: Vehicle burglary
At approximately 2:40 p.m.
University San Bernardino officers responded to D lot
officers
responded to the CSUSB
Police Department, and was ask regarding a report of a burglar
parking
lot-D
regarding a vehicle
ing for monetary donations for a ized vehicle. One of the win
burglary
report.
Unknown per
seat belt safety program.
dows to the vehicle was broken
son's)
broke
into
a student's
The student became suspi allowing the theft of personal
vehicle
and
stole
the
FM/AM
CD
cious of the caller when he asked property.
player.
No
suspect
or
leads
her for more personal informa
The tires were also tampered
tion and a credit card number. with, but die vehicle had locking Disposition: Report taken
, The caller promised selected lug nuts. The vehicle belongs to
February 27
commemorative coins depending a CSUSB resident student. No
on the amount of the donations. leads or suspect information at Incident: Disturbance
The
University
Police this time.
At approximately 2:13 a.m.
Department does not have such a Disposition: Report taken.
officers responded to the CSUSB
program, and does not solicit
Jack Brown Hall regarding a
donations
report
of a disturbance. A profes
February 25
Disposition:
Report taken,
sor reported that a student was
Incident: Grand Theft from
referred to Detectives.
being disruptive during the entire
Vehicle
quarter
and the student became
February 24
At approximately 6:15 a.m.
verbally loud and boisterous.
Incident: Driving Suspended officers noticed that the tires of a
Disposition: Report taken

WORLD NEWS
"'Mister Rogers' dies at age 74
: V Ffed Rogers, known to millions as Mister Rogers, died at:
4^ 74 in Pennsylvania after a short fight widt stpn^h canRogers took his idea fca- "Mr. Roger Neighborhood' hi:
Canada and then introdut^s it to American televisioh in 1967
and was ^cked up by PBS in 1968. The last original show
ah^ mj^l, making it PBS's longest running diow.
Rogers pursuit of
children was recognized
in 2002 with the Presidential Medal of Freedom medal ffi?m
President George W. Bush, the Invest honos a civilian can

Appeals court shoots down President's request
to reconsider Pledge of Allegiance decision
r : The 9th U^S. Court of Appeals rejected President Bush's
^uest to reconsider their decision that the Pledge of
Aliegiance is unconstitutional because of die phrase "under:
God."
r - This meahs that the ruiing could go to the United States
Supreme Court, where, accdrdmg to a Justice Department
spofcesm^Mio decision h^ been made about whether to
Kifp^lbe:rulingdiere> '

Cornell welcomes rejected applicants
:: r-r A cledca! Mscodihg
an e-mail sent to 1,7(» stu
dents, 550 of them high school seniois, receiying lettem wd-:
tlsem; toiConteH;Umvem
in New York. The pmbiem was that the students had been rejected from the univer
sity in December. Once the enor
discovered,;^}Qlo^ l©t:^s were sent to the students.
; sH! i

PFT\ blasted for 'llolucausl' project
The Anti-Defamation League has publicly denounced the
the group PETA (People for Ethical Treatment of Animals) fpr
comparing slaughtering animals to the murder of six rnthl^i
<luring^Sferid;^iS%'n.'':V'^^
:
The campaigB and exhibit, titled
on Youf
displays two scenes besides e^h other: one a grue-i
some picture from a Nazi death camp the other disturbing:
photographs from a slaughterhouse.
^
is currently in San Diego and is also posted
bn the PETA website, www.masskiilmg.com.
Peta claims the idea for the exhibit came from the latei:
Nobel l^ze-winning autom Is^ Bashevis Singer whO;
^!n relation to them(ammalsL people
Nazis;
:them it is an eternal Treblinka" — a death camp in Poland.

Famine emergency alerts issue
The Famine Early Warning System Network (FEWSNi^) issued an emergency alert for Zimbd>we after the comidiy experience a poor harvest. The organization blamed
i^^bught and Zimbabwe Resident Robert Mugbe's controvert
sial seizure of land from minority whites for redistribution tolandless blacks.
I^WSNET ,Stei^ d^: Zimbabwe will
to impriit
iletween 930,OGK) MffahdivS miUionl^ tomeet
tlte:
deficiency. ;
''

Iraq agrees to destroy missiles
; In a letter sent the the United Nations on Thursday, fraq
;;a^eed in principle to destroy its A1 Samoud 2 missiles, as
demanded. In response, U.N. Chief WeafK)ns Insj^ctor H^s
rBix ^nt a letter asking clarification on points, which Baghdad
^officials deetoed "unjust'' and "abusive".
: :: However, Iraq requested assistance in dismantling the
;y^^K>ns. The U.N. and Iraq gre expected to hold a meeting :
jSahMay to di^uss toe

The Chronicle News Editors would like to send
apologies to Susie Medina for incorrectly crediting
the story titled "Sketches of new gym released" to
Susie Mendoza. Our apologies are extended to
Rick Craig for incorrectly identifying him in the
picture for "Sketches of new gym released"
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Make me into a star
Students become stars while making their own music videos

"if you couCcC 6e anyone jor
a day wfio woufd it be?"
By Tereslta Sosa
Scene f 'ditor

Name: Steven Bryant
Major:Crjminal Justice
Year: Senior
*'I would be Tupac (coming
back from the dead) and
throw one last concert, so
that I could see the reac
tions on everyone's lace."

Naine:Alicia frujillo .'Aja Arana
Major' Undecided-' Liberal Studies
Year; Freshmen/'Sophniiiorc
•*l vMint to be like ni\ older SHlei
bctaiisc I look up to her iind st>
helps me out so much."
•• I vv:mt to be a like my little sister
bctau.se she is .su gutsy antl etc-

By Arianna Valdez
Staff Writer
Have you ever wanted to
star in your own music video?
The Student Union Program
Board gave CSUSB students the
opportunity on Feb. 27 to make
their own "Fun Flicks" for free.
The purpose of this annual
event was to get students to enjoy
themselves, and they did. In fact,
CSUSB
student
Marline
Nyiramanhirwe says, "It's the
best fun I've ever had while
embarrassing myself."
The event took place at the
Student Union Fireplace. There
were two screens where students
could see who was performing
while the taping occurred.
One of the viewers, CSUSB
student Jeff De La Cmz com
ments,"! think it's a creative
event and it's interesting watch
ing people perform, but I am too
shy to do it." The filming section
had a blue screen behind the per
formers, which created the illu
sion that they were somewhere
else.
The students who were dar

ative ••

AriannaValdez/ Chronicle

Watch out American Idol, CSUSB students are here to take over.
ing enough to try this were able
to choose from as many as
50,0000 different backgrounds.
For example, there was a special
effects type of background that a
group of CSUSB students pre
ferred. Another group selected a
Blink 182 song and a background
that had a road. By doing this, the
students pretended to be skating
while lip syncing to a song.
The participants were able
to pick from a list of over 1,150
songs. Music genres varied from
hip-hop to country, Disney songs

to musical numbers — it

was all up to the s
ence. The enthusiasfi<?"^oup
with the special effects
choose to do Sugar Hill Gang's
"Rapper's Delight,"
wearing really fun costumes.
The costumes themselves
were extravagant and varied as
well. They had lots of wigs,
jackets, sun glasses, crazy hats

~ Star continuea
on page 16

r

Name:Tim Dike
Majoi: Marketing
Year: F-reshmcni
"Jimmy Bufict. kick'in
back at Margarita ViUe
p]a> ing tunes on my guitar.
Having all the moiies in the
world, and eating cheese
burgers in paradise."'

Name: Maribel Ponee
Major:Biology
Year: Fieshnien
te lady ea see how
it is to live" in the White
House and have^^^ tntK^h,

Name: Tony Knittel
Major: Criminal
Year: Junior
" Bob Baker, so dtat I conld
pimp the ladies and play
games all day long. It doesnT get better than that."

Loci for t(ie ILmiig ^yorter
on campus.
Have d questim you would like to see student answer email

By John Halcon
Special to the Chronicle
Faced
with
previous
impressions thaf California
State
University,
San
Bern^dintb is
a "commuter college,"
the 2002-03 Student
Union Program Board
is on a mission to
revamp the past and
set the stage for a
bright future for stu
dent activities.
Supervised
by
Program Coordinator
Ericka Nunez, the 15member
Program
Board has established
a solid foundation for
on-campus life and
activities through its
past and future events. For oth
ers still unaware of the func
tions of the Program Board, it
is the duty of .the Program
Board members to bridge the
relationship gap between stu
dents and the Student Union.
The mission is to improve the
students' and faculty's sense of
belonging to the Student Union
by providing entertainment
through various events.
"I believe we have done a
great job this year," say^
Program
Board
membef
Lynnzora Rogers. "Some stu
dents have even returned to
campus at the end of their busy
schedule just to attend one of
our events."
The Program Board began
the 2002 Fall Quarter on a high

note, drawing more than 600
spectators
to
its
annual
Hypnotist Show in September.
(Not bad considering school
had not even started).
To .the delight of movie

jeopardy),"Fun Flicks -Make
Your Own Music Videos," and
several noontime bands rang
ing in genre from rap to Latin
rock.
However, there ij^sdj

/o take part in a

Board event before the
school year comes to an
end.
Every
other
Wednesday
of
the
month, the noontime
band performance will
feature guest appear
ances by local musicians
and great giveaways.
On April 23^^, the
Program Board will
team up with the ASI
Teresita Sosa/Chroriicle Activities Board and
Student Union Program Board
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority to
2002-2003
host the First Annual
Coyote
Talent Show featuring
fanatics, the Program Board
cash
prizes
for the "best of the
hosted a special screening of
best"
talent
on
campus.
the movie "Friday After Next:
To conclude the Program
Xmas in Da Hood," which took
place off campus but still Board's year, the annual End of
attracted 350 loyal Coyote stu the World show will feature
live, stand-up comedy per
dents.
by
the
Loco
And who could forget the formances
everlasting club party "Coyote Comedy Jam.
Excitement and campus
Ugly"? The occasion over
whelmed many people who interaction is the main reason
thought it was going to be dif students enjoy these events, but
ficult to promote a non-alco in reality the hard work that
place
"behind-theholic event on campus, espe takes
cially after the attendance grew scenes" is what makes these
from the previous year's 150 to events successful. Coming to
"work" for the Program Board
249.
In addition, throughout the is rarely deemed as "work"
Winter Quarter, the Program considering the friendly and
Board also sponsored ."Coyote
~SUPB continued on
Karaoke"(weekly karaoke ses
sions in the SU Pub), "College
page 16
Bowl" (the college version of

,4

The Scene
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Shake it, don't break it
Student Union Program Board throws a booty shakin party in the events center
By Arianna Valdez
Staff Writer
Remember the lava lamps,
the bell-bottoms and the retro
looking shirts?
The Student Union Board
remembered this '70s era and put
together on Feb. 28 "Club
Flashback."
The event was in celebration
of the Student Union's 25th
anniversary. It was advertised
for about three weeks and about
400-500 people were expected
to attend.
There was no dress-code
required but if you dressed up
from the '70s it was greatly
appreciated and also livened
things up a little more.
The Event Center, where it

took place, was decorated in a
groovy fashion with lava lamps,
a big screen with bizarre shapes
and homemade tables in the
shape of swivels with chairs
made out of buckets. There were
also plenty of disco lights with a
dancing floor where many stu
dents showed off their dancing
skills.
The entertainment did not
just end there though.
For
instance, there were computers
with games like the '70s game,
Pac-Man that students were able
to play.
An exciting event that hap
pened in the "Club Flashback"
was that there was a live '70s
funk band called Booti-Shakers,
which played every 45 minutes
of the hour.
According to
CSUSB student Roberto Soria,
"The only thing I was looking
forward to this night was the
live band. It has a better sound
than a CD playing."
Not only was entertainment
available. There were also
snacks and plenty of refresh
ments. Some of the snacks
included chips, sour gummy

Teresita Sosa/Chronicle

You know what they say about a big fro?
vided by Hogi Yogi in the fla
vors Strawberry Kist, Fruit Safari
and Yogi Berry.
One of the best things that
happened at the event was there
they were many prizes. They raf
fled out_ a $10 gift card to
To

Dave & Busters and a couch.
The best '70s dressed guy and
girl received each $100 in cash,
but the biggest prize was a car.
This was a '76 blue Volkswagen
won by Marc Armstead a student
resident.
iisjeyent had a wonderful
: mat the Student Union

-

<U

Interested in meeting new people or just looking for someone
to talk to. Let the Scene set you up with that
someone;
Email us your info, at:
CoyoteDating @yahoo.com
-Name and Major
-Phonc#(Best way to
contact)
-What do you look for in
the opposite sex?
-What are your ..
-Hobbies?
-Goals?
-Future FMans?

Board was really proud of. In
fact, Student Union Board mem
ber Rebecca Mayer says, "we
hope everyone had a great time.
We hope this was the best
anniversary party the students
have been to."
This was definitely a night
to remember.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

CSliSE
Discount
Nights

lYieet (De^orafi
^'m singfe ancC reacCy to date, I'm footing for
someone cute amCfunny, not V0(y and Soring"
'}(e((o, my name is d)eSoYaS (Rodriguez. I'm currentfy afresS^"'man and majoring in nursing. 1 fiSe men wSo Save a good
smse ofSumor, are cfean cut and are resgecfuf. My interests
are fistening to music, going to t(u movies and just hanging
out with friends. In the future 0 jtfan on graauatit^ jrom
CSIISlB a n d Becoming successfuC i n t h e n u r s i n g f e f d
Ofyfou woufcf (de to meet "VeSorah emaif us at CoyoteVating ^yafwo-com

r Now offering Delivery to CSUSB d
After 6:00 p.m. • Dine in only
Now offering Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village

one Pizza per I.D. • Specialty Pizzas Exdiioed
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signed jersey you'll never ever wash: $ 150

Apply for a summer internship in the sports business at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville, where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.
Some students will even go on to work vnth the St Louis Cardinals* or the New York Nets.®
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard*
•vriaia Miinin'- H •"
laidHn,

w i eeew
freee.. H e«i« SO — » >--«*
M.«lli«.l<MncaoM«*lr. Go » —n'anl ii» ter (Mai »i^
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Multi-Cultura

Dia Latino spruces up college culture
By Beatriz Barragan
Staff Writer
The
Foreign
Language
Department at CSUSB hosted Dia
Latino. Through presentations stu
dents got a representation of cul
tures in Latin America.
The songs are over 2,000
years old, but they are still popu
larized by each upcoming genera
tion. Recipes for various foods
have been passed down from
family to family. The ancient tra
dition progresses to make its pres
ence in a world that has valued
the new and modem. The culture
of Latin America has not been
forgotten.
"These presentations help
expose students who are not famil
iar with the Hispanic culture in this
countiy," says Professor GallegosRuiz who helped organize Dia
Latino.
"We have a lot of students
who come from all these commu
nities here at CSUSB, each repre
sent a different perspective of the
area," says Professor Daniel
Whitaker who.also helped organ
ize the event.
Students were able to experi
ence some of the culture of coun
tries like Peru, El Salvador, Puerto
Rico, Mexico, Guatemala and
Brazil. Volunteers and students
and foods that rep"We brought images and a

video of the great city Machp
Picchu which was once the home
for the Inca Tribes," says senior
Anthony Correa. Machu Picchu is
a stone city chisled into the rocks
of the mountainsides of Peru.
Along with pictures and
items from each country, food was
also provided. Salsa, beans, and
arroz con leche (rice pudding)
were offered by Mexico. While
from El Salvador, numerous
desserts covered the table.
"I brought Puerto Rican coffee^ it's very strong and only
found in that area," says senior
Arelis Pantojas.
Another aspect of culture is
music, which can define any area
of the world. Latin American
countries have developed their
own forms of representation
through music.
New Inca Generation is a
band that dedicates itself to tradi
tional Adean music from different
parts of Latin America. The
group's performance offered a
Beatriz Barragan/ Chronicle
glimpse of indigenous life before
A table was set up in with food, photos, dolls, and other cultural artifacts
and after the Spanish conquest.
Wooden instruments such as the
flute, 'cajon' or wooden boxes and quest, African slaves were Torres. The band was able to play erations."
As the music rippled through
ban pipes, provided the instru brought to Pern and resulted in an "Condor Pasa" for students; the
the
campus, more students
mental element to perform each impact of music rhythms from song is over 2,000 years old.
stopped
by and sat down to listen.
"Its important to experience
African music.
song.
"It's
not
music that I usually listen
this
kind
of
music
because
it
is
Adean music also carries
"A lot of the music was writ
to,
but
the
band played well and
very
different
to
read
about
it
than
influence from other parts of the ten by the actual indigenous peo
world. Adean songs of Peru were ple of Peru,and many of the songs it is to listen to it," says band it's good listening to something
iclually influenced by AfHcai^^wfere written over 3,(X)0 years ihember Brian Bastidas. "By play new," says student Aaron
culmre. After the Spanish conago," says band member James
ing we can then teach future gen Gonzales.

Living away from home

1031 "The Star-Spnngted Banner" become.*! official

By Jlanel Briones
Staff WrUer
The transition between being
at home and living with a room
mate in college has both disad
vantages and benefits. Many
changes and decisions made in
college are based solely on the
responsibility level and newfound
freedom of the individual.
Living on your own (without
disciplining adult supervision)
pushes a teenager's liberties
because, as student Cynthia Moss
says, when "at home your parents
are more on your ass." Partying,
money issues, grades, food,
patience and health are just a few
issues that a newly located col
lege teenager faces while enjoy
ing the independent, yet the bina
ry living conditions of their first
year in college life.
CSUSB student Harlan
Duden enjoys his independence
away from home and strives to
"take on my own responsibilities
... while Teaming new lessons
everyday."
Some major changes that
college students face are living
with someone they have just met,
sharing a room, managing time
for both leisure and business
responsibl, and learning to make
it on their own.
Student Joe Toruno benefits
most by "making my own sched

THIS DAY IN HISTORY
President
Heibert Hoover
a congn^^nd ad;

Courtesy of felicitypage.com

"Felicity" depicts struggles that students must endure in college.
ule and gaining independence."
The biggest change he had to
adapt to was living with a room
mate and adapting to someone
else's lifestyle.
Going out when one wants, and
coming home anytime are oppor
tunities that many students only
experience once they are out of a
guardian's care. Freedom seems
to be the prominent benefit of stu
dents who come to college and
live without management for the
first time.
The disadvantages that a new
college student faces and leams to
lives with are mostly deprivation
of the financial boons that their
parents have habitually taken care
of up to this point. Not having
excellent meals to eat, but even

more crucial, having to buy the
food, was the hardest transition
for student Armando Silva,
although now he has a new talent
-cooking.
The ftmny, yet true, fact of
"college food" has proved time
and time again that noodles, pan
cakes, and fast-food dominate the
average college students' diet.
Whether it is the disadvan
tages or the benefits that comes
out on top, dualistic college living
is a challenge and a valuable expe
rience for many college students.
New lessons are learned and
the independence is formed for
many during their first year in
college while experiencing new
ideas, habits, hardships and
lifestyles.

S p a n g i e ji
Baimer" The
c^iai
anthem of dte
lAikdlStetes. O
n
American flag
'
fef^mber 14,
1814, Fraa:^ Scott Key compel tfie lyrics to "The Star-Spjui^ed
toner"' after tiie
rrassive ovenught British bcantoteieTit c£
Fest MeHeauy in Maiyiand tong the Wa- of 1812. Key. an AmadoBi
law>^, watched the siege whife tffiderdetemriient ce a British ^paod
pomed die fenous wc«ds after obsoving with awe Ih^ Bart MeHeh^'s
a^ved ttje IJOO-bond?
MET cmtoing as a han&iU, the p^ikkk lyrics wee pisHshed in
aBattiiTKHe newsp^jer on
1814. Key's wcxds w&e feier
set to tite tune of 'To Aracrwm in Heavai," a pqpul^ Biglidt song;
Throu^iout the l9ftioentiffy/The Star-S|»ngl«l Bmnea"
regtffd^
as tte n^kHi^ anSi^ by most tranches of die U.S. armed ftates and
otoergrcwp, bjt it was nek untQ 1916, and die rioting of an executive
Older by Presiiait Wbockow ^son, tha it
fcnnaliy d^^naled as
such. In March 1931, Congress passed an act c<»3fiiining Wasc6a:'s:}»e^:
csdea; aid <ai 5teh 3 Pt^^eriE Ifoov«' s^d kinio him .,r-r

Classifiea
Have your parent.s snooped on your private
life with hi-tech devices? If so, journalist
wants to speak with you. Email:
bonnic.vangilder@ABC.com
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Battle of the backpacks is on
By Janna Preston

Asst. Multi-Cultural Editor
Whether a student is full or
part-time it is necess^ that one
have an adequate pack for the
transfer of all those textbooks.
Part of student cultiu-e is this sub
culture of backpacks and/or roller
packs.
Students and their packs go
together like peanut butter and
jelly. Students choose one or the
other, a roller pack or backpack in
order to make life easier. As stu
dents rush from one class to the
next, they carry or roll their
belongings, thus representing the
mobility of school life.
When the Coyote Chronicle
caught up with CSUSB students
regarding their choice of pack
preferred, the battle of the bags
began.
The first encounter was
Crystal Thomas as she trudged
along with her backpack on
wheels. Thomas feels that her
bag on wheels is more obsjtructive
than converiitient. When it comes
to stairs, her pack is heavier to
carry and therefore she is forced
to use the elevator more often.
Thomas says of the advan
tages of her roller pack, "It pre
vents back strain, holds more, and
is more versatile for other purpos
es besides school books."

As for German Loustaunau, a
dual major of English and Liberal
Studies, he also prefers the roller
pack to a backpack. Due to a
heavy school load he is able to

case for Loustaunau, but that does
not stop him from using his roller
pack because of its convenience.
Any traditional backpack
owner might agree with what
Sociology
major Marie
Valentine had
to
sa.
Valentine
says of the
odds of her

The Melting
Pot

uate). Tsai says he would never
consider buying a roller pack
because, "I only have one class
and don't carry a lot of stuff."
So whether one prefers tradi-

African
Independence
Celebration
When: Tuesday, March 4,
11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
When: Events Center

First Wednesdays Ana
Maria Maldonado
When: Wednesday, March
5, 7:30-10pm
Where: Performing Arts
102

Cultural Coffee House
When: Thursday, March 6,
from 6-10pm
Where: Fireplace Lounge
ever buying a
roller back
pack, "yes,
because
of
the back pain
associated
heavy
Courtesy ofeastpak.com with
b
a
c
k
p
a
cks,
Classic backpack
but
no
pack more and focus better on because it looks dorky."
It seems Loustauna and
schoolwork rather than back or
shoulder pain often caused -by Valentine have one thing in com
mon, the idea that a roller pack
backpacks.
Loustaunau says of the dis looks dorky, but yet Loustauna
advantages of his roller pack, "I has the actual confidence to use
look goofy, and people look at me it... mmm.
- Another traditicmal b
goofy because I am a guy rollinga back pack." That may be the owner Meng-Hsi "Rai (CS(

Winter Meltdown Luau
V^en: Friday, March 14,
3:30 p.m.- 12:00 a.m.
Where: Game Room
Courtesy of eastpak.com
Backpack on wheels

The Multi-Cultural
Editor would like to
apologi/c to Brian
Keathley for crediting
the wrong author for
the
story
"'Noted
Author
and
Psychologist speaks**

tional backpacks that may cause
back or shoulder pain, versus the
more innovative roller packs that
are versatile, convenient, and bet
ter equipped for larger amounts of
supplies, it is ones own prefer
ence. As for roller packs "looking

i^kyf'.eiach- student ean.
Ore the judge on that.

fe
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a graduate degree costs too much?

•

Courtesy of lravelociry.com
The residential community in Beirut.

Touring the World
Beirut, Lebanon

Located on the Eastern shore of the
Mediterranean, Lebanon is a small but
beautiful country that is considered by
many as the "Pearl of the Middle-East."
Although the capital city of Beirut is still
in the process of rebuilding from a gru
eling civil war, which lasted from 1975
to 1991 it shines as a tourist attraction.
Lebanon, not only borders the sea
on one side, but also has large mountains
with ski resorts.
In the downtown district of Beirut
during the summer high season months,
an estimated 500,000 tourists of
different nationalities visit this historical
city. Beirut is the busiest and most
commercial city in Lebanon.
It
flourishes with an active nightlife of
clubs, and fine restaurants and the
famous market known as Souk el
Barghout.
Lebanon's official languages are
Arabic and French. Arabic is more
widely spoken and about 60 percent of

the country is Muslim and the other 40
percent is Christian. This ancient city
dates back 5000 years and beneath the
ruins lie many remains of Ottoman,
Ommayad, Byzantine, Roman, Persian,
Phoenician and Canaanite empires.
The city is a historical site with
numerous medieval structures, mosques
and churches of all times, but the
modem parts of the city are state of the
arc. In an old Opera House that has been
remodeled houses one of the world's
largest Virgin Mega Store.
One can also find a Starbucks in the
modem town of Beirut.
Another
important part of this city is of course its
new Airport that caters to the 6 million
travelers each year with its wellequipped top of the line coastal mnways.
Greatly rich in culture and friendly
people, Beirut is a growing modem port
city with a lot to offer travelers in tourist
attractions, good shopping, delicious
food and a flourishing nightlife.

Cai Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Profraiis
uast^olBuwss

Administration
Master of Science in
Com^ling

Psyclmlogy
Master Oegrees
in Education
Master of Arts
iiiEn^i^

Here's a great
investment
tip: Cat BapUst.
A graduate degree is
supposed to paydividends for a lifetime—
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate program^
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money m

Programs
Baptist aise affars
aaiisrsraduats liesree
pn^rams in more than
U areas.

U N I V E R S I T Y
8432 Mignolls

Alfllllll

JjUirside, C8IIt«P1 iI 9 25fl4-^

1jmt28J877
1.989.343.4249
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Arts & Entertainment

Warming up the student gallery

TV magic
made in the
basement
By Jenn Ward
Staff Writer

Alan Vacks/Chronicle

Mike Beckley's "Blue Bomber".

By Alan Vacks

Staff Writer
The opening reception for
the glass show "ARDOR" was
held last Thursday in the student
gallery of CSUSB's Robert V.

Fullerton Art Museum.
The Latin word "ARDOR"
means burning heat or transitory
warmth of feeling which epito
mizes the labor these artists
endure while creating glass
sculpture.
The purpose of the reception

Alan Vacks/Chronicle

Paul Brayton's "Day and Night NYC.

and exhibition is not only for stu
dent artists to display their skills
in craft. "ARDOR" also raises
the awareness, and peaks interest
among the student community
that the art of blowing glass is
taking place on campus and
offered in course work.
Student artist Armando Sosa
says that glass blowing is a dying
art form and more students
should be familiar with what is
going on in the glass studio. Sosa
encourages new-comers to check
out the exhibition and to enroll in
the class, even if they are not art
students.
Sosa explaines in the three
years he has been in the art
department, "We never really had
a full glass show that was just
glass." Since glass pieces have
only been displayed along with
other media such as ceramics,
"ARDOR" is a stepping-stone for
exclusiveness among the art
community.
Although "ARDOR" is pri
marily glass, a few pieces do
include mixed media such as
Chad
Alpert's
"Cellular
Components" and Tim Colbert's
"Sequestering Uncle Remus."
Both artists incorporate a variety
of materials but stay true to glass
as the main focus in their works.
Paul Brayton's "Day and Night
NYC" is a vessel that carries the
livelihood of urban life with
meticulous detail. Sosa's inspira
tion for his "Guitar Lamp" came
from his roots-in music and love

for 'playing.
While Mike
Beckley's "Blue Bomber" sternly
soars through the air with uncom
promising respect and trailing.
tentacles, it also could indicate
the fragile state of emergency if it
were to crash to earth.
All the works displayed in
"ARDOR" are unique in that
each piece includes different ele
ments chosen by the artist to
express what he or she finds sig
nificant. Some pieces may con
vey a more austere interpretation
and others may be more subjec
tive in meaning. However the
one thing each piece has in com
mon, besides glass, is the devo
tion the artist puts forth in the
creation and preservation of glass
as an art form.
There are more than, just
interesting and aesthetically
pleasing pieces of art over in the
Visual Arts Building. Students
and faculty are extremely helpful
and more than willing to lend
insight into what goes on, how
t's done and what it takes to
develop your artistic expression.
If you have any interest in glass
or any other art form don't hesi
tate to visit the Visual Arts
Building and Robert V. Fullerton
Art Museum to satisfy your
curiosity.
"ARDOR" will be showing
until March 10, the Robert V.
Fullerton Art Museum is open
everyday except Monday. For
more information call (909)8807373.

Hidden in the basement
of University Hall is one of
the best-kept secrets of Cal
State San Bernardino - toe
TV studio. This instructionai
lab consists of about ten
rooms, including five edit^
ing rooms, a cqntml room,
oMces and a laige studio.
Eiaolling in studio-specific
Comraunication
courses
gives students a classroom
experience that they can
take with them forever - on
film.
The classes cdnsisi-^^;=
marily '
Cemmunication
Studies majOTs, but they are
open to anyone who is inter- =
ested in this field. All stu
dents can enroll in the lailrylevel class, COVEv! 245, but'
to be eligible to take ftuther
classes you must pass with a
grade of "B" or better.
COMM 245 and 345 are;
instructional based and
teach the fundamentals of
production.
:
Once in COMM 444. stu
dents have free reign to
explore and create. Mike
Wichman, the media prijiduction specialist, describes
class as a
"hit
the
ground running" type of
course, in which student are
able to t^e what they have
learned in previous courses
and go with it.
Students are able to gain
hands on experience by
ducing a weekly magazineformat show toat is a half
hour long. Tliey are respon
sible for creating, writing,
pmducing, shooting and
editing segments and shows.
M elements of this sta
tion
are
accomplished
promptly in order to meet
deadlines and abide by
copyrights used in the real
; world. Tliese legal consider
ations are impoitant for stu
dents to understand and to
abide by since they do
bro^cast toeir work.
:
In toe
practicum clasS,
COMM 444, Program Xposed was created by stu^
dents that now airs on chan
nel 3. Typically it is an
anchor based show with
; three segments, each create
by students. Every so often
:toe shows are theme based,
and all stories revolve
around one topic. So far this
^ason they have pradace
six shows with quite a suc'Cess,

Think it sounds like a bunch

-TV magic
Continuea on Page
17

Sole offers more Sole GOING OUT...
By Jesse Henderson
A&E Editor

MONDAY

The beginning of this year
saw Sole release his second fulllength solo album "Selling Live
Water". Some might find that
Sole gives more than they are
willingly to accept;
Sole first track "Da Baddest
Poet" opens with the lines "Cops
ain't shit to me, Jobs ain't noth
ing but free pens and long dis
tance calls" and goes on to
remark that "The white man's a
fuckin' devil I wanted to be black
at age 14, so when they say I
don't respect the culture...truth is,
I only rap cause I ain't smart
enough to write a book"
Sole is the founding member
of San Francisco's underground
hip hop group Anticon,, who

Conceits

3Rr
Courtesy of gallery of sound.com
Sole openly critcizes the War on Terrorism.
along with a handful other artists
like Atmosphere, Sage Francis,
Aceyalone, Eyedea, and Bus
Driver, are actually trying to
impress their audiences with
more than the bling bling mental
ity.
This album follows Sole's

"Bottle of Humans "LP that was
released in 2000, Sole said in one
article that "Bottle of Humans is
very 'poor me,' and when I was
n't being 'poor me,' I was being
conceptual," Sole went on to say;
'-Sole

Continuect on Page 17

Weedeater, Fontaine, rXnvnstage, and Freeway
People at the Troubadour in West Hollywood.
(310)276-6168
Human Lab, Arraya at the House of Blues in West
Hollywood. (323)848^5100
King's X at the Key Club in West Hollywood.
:(310)274-58(X)
The Nervous Relum.Dislortion Felix. Jackpot at
Spaceland in L.A.
(213)833-2843
, •
Tuesday

Concerts
Ademit, Allen Smithic at the Roxy in L.A. (310)2762222 •
The Clintims at the Knitting Factory in L.A.

Theater
Charles Manson, Where Are You?at the Celebration
Theatre in Hollywood. (323)957-1884
,;
WEDNESDAY

Concert
Joan of Arc at Spaeeland in L.A. (213)833-2843
Kinky at the House of Blues in West Hollywood.
(323)848-5100 •
.
•
Royksopp at the Henry Fonda Theater in L.A.
(323)464-0808
T-
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Illustration hy Jesse Henderson
Ratdog also thought of calling themselves The Chewtoys.

Ratdog surprises crowd with some old favorites
Anne Graham
Special to the Chronicle
I have been to many con
certs, and this was a particularly
memorable one. The venue was
quite plush without the plush
price. Every seat at this venue
afforded a great seat. But then
there is the music. This band is
one that is made up of some very
eclectic musical backgrounds and
every single one can be heard
throughout the show if you listen.
Many of the songs in this
show are Grateful Dead songs,
which RatDog has slowly incor
porated into their repertoire.
They played a couple of their
original RatDog songs including
"Two Djinn" and "She says.."
The band st^ed out with a
mellow "Feels Like a Stranger"
jam that showcased Kenny
Brooks on Saxophone. "Queen
Jane Approximately" really got
the show cookin'.
'Mission in the rain" and
"Blackbird" were great testa
ments to Jerry Garcia from
Bobby. These two Jerry Garcia
Band songs never did make it
into the regular Dead repertoire.

SETLIST
Set!
L:,;
:"Queen
V
4-:
5.
6.
8.
9.
Set tl
I.

EasyAuswefsMssion in the ram
Walking Blues, : :
Loser
' Big Boss Mau
Feels like a
: stager-(reprise)','
Byes of the wc«rld

6:
7;
8.
9.? -

BlEKkbird
V
Friend of die Devil
Black throated
wind
Help on the way
Bora cross-eyed
She says...
Two djinn
Corrina
Slipknot>
Fraiiklin's Tower

Encore:

One More Saturday Night
For copies email
ham@csusb-eda

agraT
" '

but nevertheless are songs wor
thy of being played-"Blackbird"
in particular, which was a Beatles
song.
"Walking blues" showed us
why Bobby continues to play this
song, his heart and soul always
shine during this one.
The highlight of the night
had to be when the band started
to play "Bom Cross-Eyed" this
song was a Grateful Dead song
that they recorded on album and
only played live in 1968. It was
quite stunning to hear this song
since the last time that it was
played live, I was not even bora.
Many of us out in the audience
were speechless to hear this song
after 35 years.
Between "Big Boss Man"
and "Eyes of the World", the
boys integrated a "Feels Like a
Stranger" reprise that was fun to
encounter. My personal favorite
(besides • that awesome "Born
Cross-Eyed" ) had to be the
"Franklin's Tower" which has a
lot of power and charisma in it.
All in all, this show really
captured my imagination and
--Rotaog

Continuea-on Page 17

Respect: Drum and Bass Night at the Larchmonl in
Hollywood. (323)467-4068
(323)938-1696
The Go at vSpaceland in L.A. (213)833-2843
Kinky at the House of Blues in West Hollywood.
;;(323)848-510d'''''"'''- ••• ^

-

The Coup at the Knitting Factoiy in L.A. (323)463^0204-.

. ..
FRIUAY

Concerts
Drunk Horse at Spaceland in L.A. (213)833-2843
Erase Errata at the Glass House in Pomona. 909-629f0377
Kottonmouth Kings at the Roxy in L.A. (310)276-

Baskm(^)Robbins»
10% discount off your purchase
at either Togo's or Baskin Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.D.
Please present I.D. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
437S North University Parkway s«ue 10.1
San Bernardino, CA 92407

909^75-7494

Next to McDonald's

The Coyote Movie Ticket;

This one smells like stale beer
By Ivan Fernandez & Marcos

Landin
New & Improved 2003 Rating
System:
Excellent Rating: Definitely
Watch This Film
Mild Rating: Get A Second
Opinion
Poor Rating: Save Your Money
For A Lapdance

OLD SCHOOL
IMDB Synopsis: Three men are
disenchanted with life and try to
recapture their college days.
Ivan: According to this film,
there are three types of men: 1)
The guy who's grown up and
accepts it. 2) The guy who's
grown up but never wanted to. 3)
The guy who still needs to grow
up but never will. Those are the
main characters in Old School
played by Luke Wilson, Vince
Vaughn and Will Ferrell.
I was kind of expecting'

a little more "funnies" since this
was coming from the guy that
made "Road Trip". I really
enjoyed Vince Vaughn's charac
ter and his "earmuffs," which I
believe is a great parenting tool.
Basically, what earmuffs are is
when you're about to cuss, you
say "earmuffs" and his kid auto
matically
covers
his
ears...GENIUS! I need to try that
next time I sub a class.
Ivan: I guess it's difficult to
make a college movie without
college-aged actors or characters.
All of the characters in "Old
School" are in their late twen
ties/early thirties. Although there
is some young poontang, includ
ing high school (but legal) poon
tang. The comedy in the film
focuses on the characters trying
to relive an earlier part of their
lives. Sadly, that's where the
comedy fails.
Marcos: I would have to say that
my favorite character in this
movie was Blue. Blue is a 96
year-old fossil that is interacting
with the already old, thirty-some
thing cast. If you don't know who
Blue is, he is the really old dude
in "The Wedding Singer" with
Adam Sandler. He was the drunk
guy in the bar. Anything Blue did

or said was very funny. Go Blue
Go!
Ivan: Yes, there were a few
laughs, but this comedy didn't
know were the line between
being a silly comedy and a smart
comedy lied. I can't say that this
is something college students

Lapdance
EULOGY
Ivan: On a serious matter, on the
morning of February 27th, Fred
Rogers, more commonly known
as Mr. Rogers of Mr. Rogers
Neighborhood, passed away of
stomach cancer at the age of 74.1

Courtesy of google.com

I could drink Ferrell under the table no problem.
would enjoy unless they rented it
and got drunk...and they were all
guys.
Marcos: Hey, isn't that what fat
guys do anyway, besides paying
for their friend?
Ivan: Who am I to turn down
free beer?

"Save Vo«^~^OTOy

A

would like to take this time to
thank Mr. Rogers for being on
PBS all these years and instruct
ing every child in America on
how to be a loving, caring person.
Marcos: Unfortunately, my chil
dren will never get to see an
episode
of
Mr.
Rogers
Neighborhood, unless they sell

them on DVD. I would just like
to thank Mr. Rogers for taking
me to places that I could not go to
when I was younger. For exam
ple, the crayon factory, a music
store and make-believe land. Mr.
Rogers really made all of my offtrack in elementary school enter
taining. Thank you, Mr. Rogers,
van: Mr. Rogers neighborhood
began taping in 1968 and taped
its final episode in December of
2000. To this day, the show con
tinues to air on a daily basis. In
fact, on that same Thursday he
passed away, as I ate lunch, my
younger sister was watching his
program and he said something
that I wished everyone in this
whole country could've heard.
He said, "Some shows on TV
have lots of loud and scary noises
and some of them even have peo
ple hitting and shooting each
other. But do you know what you
can do when you see them? You
can turn off the TV. That shows
that you are stronger and have
grown up." Basically, Mr. Rogers
is saying that we can all be
responsible for ourselves. Sadly,
not too many people know that
nowadays. The world is a
darker place without Fred
Rogers.

The Metalhead:

My thoughts on the GREAT WHITE tr^edy
By Brian Keathley
Metalhead
Greetings friends. As I'm sure you've
all heard, nearly a hundred of my brother
metal heads were tragically killed in a fire
set off by a pyrotechnics display at a
GREAT WHITE concert at a small club
called The Station in West Warwick,
Rhode Island on February 20th.
The dead include iy Lpngley, 31 of
Los Angeles who was the group's sound
man and guitarist. Several students and
faculty have asked me what I thought
about the event. Even my neighborhood
ice cream man wanted to hear my view of
it. So here goes:
First, I feel it is the club owner's
responsibility to ensure their club is safe.
This includes having some detailed
knowledge of each band's expected per
formance. Bands who grind out the club
circuit move from town to town every
night and don't have specific knowledge

of each venue they perform in. It is not the
bands responsibility to make sure each
building is safe.
However, the band does have a
responsibility to their fans to put on a safe
show. Roadies for club acts are usually
just minimum wage workers who want to
tag along for the thrill of being connected
with the band.
If a band wants to use pyro, then they
should fork out a few more bucks to have
a certified pyrotechnical professional who
really knows what he's doing on the road
crew This is how the top tier acts such as
KISS and Rob Zombie are able to avoid
tragedies like this despite their heavy use
of pyrotechnics.
Second, I know the band wants to
deliver the best show possible, but the
desire to put on a great show should not
override common sense. Common sense

^Great White
Continued on Page 16

ARROWHEAD
BAGEL CO.
NOh/ OPEN
Gourmet Coffee
Cappuccino

Espresso
Sandwiches

Free DSL Access & Ethernet and
802.11 Wireless

I ARROWHEAD |
I
BAGEL Co. |
. Bagels
' Coffee

Espresso
Cappuccino

r

_
'

1

-FREE Bagel including spreadI with purchase of any size I
I

Courtesy of Google.com

The guys from Great White

-

coffee.
Limit one per customer

I

Located on University and
Kendall in the Sav-on shopping center
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The Inter-Fraternity Council Presents...

Spring Recruitment
Despite" what movies such as Animal House suggest, fraternities and
sororities are more than just freshman rush and raging parties. The social
skills that help students gain admittance into the Greek system are the same •
aptitudes that can later give them a leg-up in corporate climbing. Plus, once
they've graduated, they can tap into the nationwide network of Greek brothers
or sisters who populate all tiers of corporate America. The future leaders of
America are becoming better men and women today in the Greek system.
Research by the North-American Inter-fraternity Conference certainly

1

seems to prove this theory:
> only 8.5% of full-time university undergraduates are members of either a
fraternity or sorority
;
> 24% of Forbes 500 chief executive officers are Greek
> 48% of all U.S. Presidents
> 42% of all U.S. Senators
> 30% of all U.S. Congressmen
> 40% of all U.S. Supreme Court Justices
The Greek System at CSUSB provides students with the opportunity to
get involved on campus, work on philanthropy events, and begin a journey pf.

personal growth and leadership training that will forever change their college
experience. Of course, they will also find a social experience that is
unsurpassed by any other type of organization and will build lifelong bonds
of true friendship.
No matter what you want to get out of your college experience, or
whether you've always thought that fraternities or sororities weren't for you,
you owe it to yourself to find out for sure. Contact the following organizations
for more information, or just stop by the Rush tables on campus beginning
February 24.

'1

Tau Kappa Epsilon 2/26 3/2 3/4 3/6
Delta Sigma Phi 2/25 2/27 3/4 3/6
Sigma Nu 2/26 3/1 3/5 3/6
Sigma Chi 2/27 3/3 3/5 3/6
Contact information: InterFraternai Council Reauitment Officer Nick
Calero (909) 240-5691
C •S •U •S • B

Kl^ll
ASSOCiATFD-STlfDENrS

INCORPORATED
I##
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Feminism for Dummies - why we had the movement
Bj" Susie Medina
Multi-Cultural Editor
I left my keys at the gym the
other night and had to return.
The man at the front desk
noticed me looking for some
thing near the treadmills an^ So
dangled my keys in front of me
and asked, "did you lose your
keys?"
I smiled, embarrased, not
only at the act of leaving my
keys.but what he must think of
me after reading my keychain.
My sister bought me a keychain for Christmas that reads,
"I wasn't born a bitch, men like
you made me that way." I
grabbed my keys, thanked him
and scurried out of there as fast
as I could.
For ages men have degraded
women, abused them and denied
them rights. The feminist move
ment addressed the imbalanced
system by demanding equality.
Since then all women have ben
efited from the movement that
allows them to wear pants, drink
alcohol, work and go to school.
While some women really
appreciate this and continue to
fight inequalities, other women

prance around rein
forcing the submis
sive woman, oldfashioned, "open
doors for me" type
of attitude.
I cannot stand
women who benefit
from the results of
a
social
battle
fought, yet feed the
other side with
ammo to strike us
with. Like those
who call them
selves feminists,
yet won't pay for a
date or ask a guy
out because its not
a female priority.
I hate it even
more when men tell
me, "all you girls
say you want to be
equal, but we have
to pay for every
thing." It's one thing,to be an
old-fashioned type of woman,
and its another to call yourself a
feminist after doing so. It's like
having your cake and eating it
too, playing for two opposing
teams: the one who wants to
foster and protect us, so we are

and contrary to popu
lar belief, it is not a
bunch of man-hating
lesbians. I have asked
guys to go out with
me. I will go dutch on
a dinner date, if not
pay for the whole
thing (believe it, just
ask the guys I've
dated). I don't mind
picking guys up on a
date, I don't flip out if
he doesn't open a door
for me, nor do I take
offense to it.
It's
called
equality. If I'm argu
ing that I want to be
treated as an equal but
yet I whimper if I
don't get the royal
treatment, then I
would be somewhat
Courtesy of snapshotofthepast.com of a hypocrite, would
n't I?
dependent; and the other, indi
At the same time, I wouldn't
vidualistic and self-empowering. be offended if a guy opened the
Choose a side women! This door for me or paid for dinner.
not only makes the woman, and It's a nice gesture from one per
herself look stupid, but all the son to another. Getting upset at
other Women who call them it would only point out a preju
selves feminists.
dice in my own mind, that I
I consider myself a feminist don't need any help from men.

Rejection of help from
another human based on their
gender classification, would
make me a sexist. Sexism is
what was imposed on women
that we strove to fight against.
Giving into my sexism would
make me just as bad as the men I
fight against.
So, when I left the gym that
evening, I realized that the keychain probably made me sound
like a man-hating bitch, feminist
monster. I always saw it as a
funny, cute gadget but I had to
reconsider the message I was
sending by it.
1 decided that feminism was
invented to enlighten humanity.
To bring to the light the injustice
of unequal treatment to women.
If anything, feminism seeks
allies to agree with its cause and
supports it. Turning people
away from its movement will
only weaken its purpose.
So ladies, whichever cate
gory you fit under, whether it be
the traditional housewife type or
the militant man-hater, please
realize that the idea behind fem
inism is humanitarianism, which
promotes human welfare and
social reform.

Who us - a newspaper of substance? Why never
A critics view:
1 believe it's time to make
some changes in the Coyote
Chronicle.
When articles that instruct
>}/omen what type of panties they
should wear, the situation is getting
desperate. In the space that it took
to write "Chonies from Hell,"
something of substance, something
newsworthy could've been placed.

And it's not like there's a
shortage of news to write about.
We're about to engage in an
unsupported war against Iraq,
North Korea poses a nuclear threat,
and a woman and a black man are
going to run for president in 2004.
Obviously, granny panties have a
higher priority than the state of our
nation. We're making history and
what do we read about in the

Chronicle?
"Period panties." Where are

the carefully researched articles on
underwear that men should or
should not wear? Until I see that,
I'll wear whatever I damn well
please.
As is evidenced by "Chonies
from Hell," nobody ever claimed
the Coyote Chronicle to be a news
paper of substance.

An Editors response:
The article "Chonies from
Hell" that our critic is referring to
appeared
in
the
Opinions/Editorial section of the
Coyote Chronicle. He seemed to
feel this was inappropriate for the
school newspaper. I suggest he
looks at the editorial content in
other hewspapers.
The Chronicle's Op/Ed sec

tion, like most others of the same
kind in different newspapers,
covers a wide range of topics.
Comics and light-hearted pieces
that are included in our paper fre
quent the pages of other papers,
admittedly more prestigious than
our student paper.

~Responses con
tinued on page 17
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Opinions & Editorials

What's really going on
a huge campaign towards
finding this guy, and then
all of a sudden we're about
to involve our
In the midst
selves with Iraq.
of all the media
What just hap
coverage regard
pened in the last
ing the "possi
year and a half?
ble," or should I
A l o n g
say inevitable,
the way of my
war wi± Iraq, 1
questioning
can't help but
throughout this
feel torn between
ordeal, I have
arguments pre
encountered
sented on both
many different
sides
of
the
arguments.
fence.
From
Maybe sharing
having many dis
such arguments
with
cussions
and questions
people who are
will shed some
for and against
light,
towards
the potential war,
the
whole
I find that the
ordeal.
The
fol
reasons for their
lowing
ques
perspectives lie
tions and points
upon the "truths"
were given to
of our president.
me from a friend
While dis
in an email.
cussing this issue
Courtesy of altavista.com
Hopefully such
with a friend
What's really at stake, safety or oil?
points will per
(who is a regis- tered Republican), state here? I wonder if other petuate you to think and
ments like "I trust Bush's young, college students are question more. I think we
intentions" and "Oil has like me, are overwhelmed can all agree that there is
nothing to do with it, with both alternative and nothing wrong with think
weapons of mass destruc corporate media. I keep ing and questioning.
If it turns out that
tion is the reason we should hearing how Bush is "more
Saddam
dpes not have
diplomatic"
towards
the
fight" were made. So I
weapons
of
mass destrucfound
myself
asking, North Koreans. This in
Ae-U;S.
be
"^^ch is it? -U the
• ^eht of there being a threat tions for our current admin wrong to attack him based
of nuclear weapons the istration's agenda. Another on that charge. If he does
only reason the U.S. is even question I have "is "What have such weapons, won't
mentioning war? Or is this ever happened to Osama
-Iraq question
just a ploy to justify the Bin Laden?" All I remem
inevitable loss of lives for ber is the nation mourning
cant, on page 16
the benefits of obtaining a over 9/11, then there being

By- Frank Mata
Special to the Chronicle

huge resource for the auto
industry?"
I wonder if I am alone

Letter to the Editor;
Re: Affirmative Action article
I would like to say a
few words about the affir
mative action article,
specifically the person
that sent theletter to the
editor; I think his name is
Jeff Lansky. He has no
idea what he is talking
about.
I am an ex-fireman; I
have been since I
resigned to finish my
bachdors.
In the fire service,
affirmative action is not
just a dubious thought. It
lives in the fire service
today, no matter how
much the rest of us in the
fire service would like it
not to be.
: - Affirmtnive action in
the fire service works
quite well; qualified
white males are being
pushed out of the mix for
some deparimenls to
make way for unqualified
minorities. Now not all
die minorities are unqualfiied, but diere are a few
who are, and they are
^ing hired into tl^ fire
^rvice only because of
affirmative action.
Now. I ask you. Do

me that THE LAB IS CLOSED. If I
attempt to go in between classes, I am told
that the lab is closing in 2 minutes so I
need to hurry up and leave.
What's the deal here? What's the
point of having all these great computers
that my student fees go towards paying, if
I can't even use them? Why do I have to
go to the library and pay 11 cents per page?
I feel I give enough money to this school,
especially with the current fee increases. I
want to use the communications lab, that
as a Communications major, IS MY
RIGHT TO USE.
This quarter the Comm.lab is not even
open on Tuesday or Thursday. I work 35
hours a week to pay for my education and
housing. As a result, I can only attend
school during those days. Come on guys,
you can't even open up for one measly
hour on Tuesday or Thursday? Throw the
dog a bone! College is supposed to be a
place where you find help and assistance,
not hindrances.
On a final note, I actually came here
on a Monday, during the "Specified Lab
Hours," so I could do work, only to find
the lab was, you guessed it, CLOSED. I
later found out that there were no students
in the lab that day, so the professor decid
ed to close up early and leave. Is this where
my money is going?

Yn^rr/
Puzzled Comm Major

you want an unqualified
fireman fighting the fire
that lights up in your
house? Or how about if
he .showed up on the
scene of an accident you
just were in? Or maybe'
you would like him to
take care of you while
ymi have a heart attack ?
How dare anyone
say
that
affirmative
action is just a thought, an
unrealized dream, this is
untrue. I know plenty of
qualifiedfiremen not get
ting hired because of
affirmative action. 1 also
know plenty of unquali
fied firemen getting hir€«l
because of affirmative
action. So it is here, plain
as daylight, you're igno
rant not to see its effects.
It is nrrt just the fiire
service, it happens in law
enforcement also. I just
had a friend test with the
CHP, he scored a 95 out
of 100, but ^ey would
not hire him until they
had enough minorities
first (women are included
in the minority). So he
was passed up by people
that I 'm sure did not

score what he scored.
Do we, as citizens
w^t that? Do we want
unqualified
personnel
keeping us safe? Hey, it
's your tax dollars. The
fire service and law
enforcement arc not the
only jobs that do this,
there are others. Even
financial aid for scImk)!ing is partially based on
color. If ym re white you
get nothing (unless your
dirt poor), if you're a
minority, you have ,a bet
ter chance of getting
financial aid than a poor
whitemale.
I don't want to bear
about how the white man
should pay?
J 1 am white. But my
ancestors
are
from
Norway. I'm third gen-"
eration. my ancestors had
nothing to do about slav
ery, tli^y weren't even in
the country at the tiir^!!
So why should I pay?!
My ancestors and 1 had
nothingto do with it. But

-Letter contlnued on page 17
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Career
Expo

So when is the Communication lab open?
I am writing this letter to express my
dissatisfaction with a certain aspect here at
CSUSB. I hope you will publish this, as 1
feel that other students may also be having
this problem.
The problem I am having is with the
Communications lab. As a Comm. major,
this lab is supposed to be available for my
use. " Available" being the key term here.
Well, to put it simply, it is not. When I
first discovered the Comm. lab last year in
the basement of UH, I was overjoyed.
Here was a plabe I could go to do research,
print my papers, etc. Most communications
classes are in the UH building, so I could
pop down to the lab between classes to
check my email. The computers are fast
and easy to use, and the staff was friendly
and helpful. What a resource!
Nowadays the Comm. lab has
changed. The lab hours have gotten less
and less accommodating. The staff is not
friendly, to the point of being rude. I under
stand that they don't want people taking
advantage of this facility. It was made
painfully clear to me one day by a staff
member. I printed my paper, 12 pages,
when suddenly he barked, "Hey! 10 page
maximum per student!"
OK, dude, keep your shirt on.
In the past, I was able to go into the
lab, even if a class was in progress, I could
quietly print a paper and leave without
being bothered. Now when I try to go in
'here, either the door is locked and they
not answer, or the professor snaps at
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Wednesday, April 2
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Coussoulis Arena
Bring Resumes!
Meet emboyers representing business, inckistry ond government.
Dbcuss Itie opportunities ovoik:^ to you for
fulf-fime coreer positions
port-time, seasonal or pat-time jobs
and intemsNps.
Special thorto to our co^porwrs
CoSege of Business and
AdrrarsslroSon
Enterprise Rent-A-Cor
FedEx GfOi.md

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
5500 Univefsib Parkway. Son Bemadino. CAW407

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO
the Chiiienge

Phone: 909.880.5250
Fox; 909.880.7094
Web: h^i/Zcaeer.csusb.edu
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March 3
Tuesday, March 4
ASI Finance/CAB Board Meeting
Student Union Board Room
10:00a.m. - 12:00 p.m

•

African Independence
Celebration
Student Union Courtyard
lla.m - 2p.m.
sponsored by:
Student Union
Cross Cultural Center

ASI Board of Directors Meeting
Student Union Board room
tO:OOa.m. - 2:00p.m.
XS932

•

-The Jesus You Thought You Knew"
Student Union
University Room
12:00 p.m. - 12:45 p.m.
sponsored by:
Cross Training Ministry of -^DM

"Salsa & Swing Ciub"
Student Union Events Center
6:00p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
sponsored by:
Student Union Program Board

Wednesday, March 5
Game Day
Student Union
/wJult re-Entry Center
lla.m. - ip.m.
^>onsored by:
Adult Re-Entry
' • Center

Noon-Time Band
"Made on Mallice"
Student Union Courtyard
12noon - 1p.m.
Sponsored by:
Student Union Program Board

ASI Movie Night
"Frida"
Student Union
Events Center B & C
7:30 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
sponsored by:
ASI

Thursday, March 6
ASI Activities Board Meeting
Student Union Board room
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
XS932

Sunday, March 8
Metro City Church Services
Student Union Board Rocmti
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Annual Renaissance Banquet
Student Union
Events Center A, B & C
and Courtyard
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
sponsored by:
Music D^artment
x5463
ticket $50

Sunday, March 9

Pr^red Courtesy ^
Student Union Graphic Arts
To place an event
in the Calendar,
please brin^
inforrnatlffltQ

Studff* Union Graphics,
room SU112,
callx^2,

ore-m^to;

sugraphicsfc^.edu

Annual Renaissance Banquet
Student Union
Events Center A, B & C
and Courtyard
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
sponsored by:
Music Department
X5463
ticket $50

Monday, March 10
"The Jesus You Thought You Knew"
Student Union
University Room
12:00 p.m. - 12:45 p.m.
sponsored by:
Cross Training Minfetry of ARDM

•I'

Annual Renaissance Banquet
Student Union
Events Center A, B & C
and Courtyard
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m,
sponsored by:
Music Department

"Salsa & Swing Club"
HP 104
8:00 p.m.
sponsored by;
Salsa & Swing Oub

xl^3

ticket $50

AdvpHiisements
I Why Weight?|
I Eat Healthy.

I ^

0

Any of oar healthy aad
dcUeloae Madwlchu. yogaite
erfrcehfraitiaioolhlcf

^

Go Chronicle!

^
jS'

SANDWICHES FI02EKY0GUIT SMOOTHIES

Quality Inn San Bernardino
Tel: (909)880-8425 Fax: (909)880-8295
Emai1:sbqual ityinn@aol.com
Website//:www.qualityinn.com/hotel/ca687
Freeway 215 @ University Parkway Exit
Near Cal. State University

Student
Union

116 Guest-rooms, Suites and Meeting Facility
We offer a complimentary continental breakfast, in-room
coffee and satellite TV with HBO, CNN and ESPN
Super size Outdoor Swimming Pool and heated SPA

Willi

*Hire part time outside sale, students welcome*

Events Center

-free Sna45
Incluaing

llAliMfNWtii.'lA *1

Latobifas

6 -

please contact Frank at Quality Inn

I?

corner

^nd
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"Davis
Cont. from page 1
A number of politick p^rsonaJities have shown interest in the
recall, becau^ it offers them the
chance to run for governor
before the next official election
in 2006.
Republicans have
expressed interest in running in
the recall election wife business
man Bill Simon and forniCT Los
Angeles Mayor Dick Riord^.
Ctenowxrats Mve expressed inter
est ^ well, wife Former State
Controller Kathleen Connell,

"Forum
Cont. from page 1
essary, course substitutes - to
speed students to making their
degrees "in timely manner." After
these first two goals are kept,
Kamig wants to avoid lay offs of
permanent faculty/staff.
The final three priorities are to
continue to: recruit faculty, "pro
tect the library acquisitions budg
et" and better meet the needs of the
surrounding community. The dis
cussions of the budget were of the
most concern to those who attend
ed.
Students asked how CSUSB is
standing on the issue of a Taco
Bell boycott. One year ago the
tomato pickers of Florida ranches,
and students, began to protest Taco
Bell. On Feb. 25, three of these

ranch workers were on campus
talking to students; these protesters
had begun a hunger strike the day
before and were camping-out out
side of the Taco Bell headquarters
in Irvine. The protest is meant to
pressure Taco Bell into negotiating
with these Florida ranchers to raise
laborers' wages. These labor
workers came to CSUSB to ask for
help in their rally.
This year Taco Bell, as well as
all campus food providers, must
renew their contracts with
CSUSB. The labor workers had
requested - upon meeting with
Vice President DeMauro - that
CSUSB "immediately close" our
Taco Bell. DeMauro is not willing
to cause CSUSB students to lose
employment without verifying fee
claims maile. '
Students from the dormitories
also attended the forum, to discuss

"Star
Cont. from page t
Jackets, sun glasses, crazy hats and ties
There was not just clothing
th^e were also dcis, skateboards mid
even fake boa constrictors. The outfit
feat fee Fun Flick crew thought was the
most popular was the pimp jacket with
a wig and sunglasses.
At the end of the filming, students

"Iraq
Cont. from page 13
atacking Iraq just give him a "valid" rea
son to use them?
—There will always be extremists like
Osama bin Laden and homegrown
Timothy McVeigh, but there don't dways
have to be people who follow them. What
if the U.S. stopped giving terrorists the
"rationale" for their violent acts? What if
we stopped doing things that cause com
mon people around the world to view us
as "aggressive," "dominating," and
"evil"?
—I am uncomfortable with the fact that

"Metalhead
Cont. from page 11
clearly dictates feat using pyro in a small old
wood building wife a low ceiling isn't that
bright of an idea. Ockfly enough, I've s^n
GI&AT WHITE two times: once in 1986
opening for Wiitesn^e, and again 1990
opening for Alice Cooper and twfe shows
were atlarge facilities where pyro would not
have been a problem and yet feey did not
use any nm" did the hemline acte.
Pyro is a two edged sword. WMIe it
enhances tte live performance, it cau^ all
kinds of issues with fire code compliant^,
approval of the fire mteshals, increase lia
bility insurance cost, getting approval at
every single ^op on the tour, and a host of
otter problems. So, many bamfe don't want
headache and opt not te
jt
the
aftermath of this tragedy, it w2l only

family. A local family also adopt
ed her throughout her stay.
Some of the advantages of
the Peace Corps according to
Soderbery, are that some univer
sities offer discounts on graduate
degree programs, and a person
also receives a stipend after their
service is up.
Soderbery was very respon
sive to the audience's questions
and encourages everyone to
apply because it was a vary
rewarding experience for her.
The Peace Corps began in
1961 by President John F.
Kennedy and it has served more
than 136 countries with more feat
168,000 volunteers.
For more information on the
Peace Corps visit their website at
www.peacecorps.gov or call 1800-424-8880.

"Peace Corps
Cont. from page 1

Adomey Gener^ Ml Ixsel^cr, ' Only DaVis' fringe critics
Treasurer Phi! Angelides, Lt. accuse him of outright corrup
Gov. Cruz Bustamante, and tion, and fee Republican suj^rt
Insurance Commissioner John of the recall adds a decidedly
Garamendi. Even actors Arnold ^rtisan aspect to it. La.stly,
Schwarzenegger and Rob Reiner should Davis defeat fee recall,
have arisen as possibilities.
fee Stele of California must pay
Though at this juncfere fee
his expenses according to co^Eh-;
sihj^ion appears bleak for Davis, tution, hiking the anticipated
several points are woitii men costs to a possible $40 million, a
tioning. Every governor of pricey pill for voters to swallow.
And given Davis' renowned
California has faced a recall
movement since fee initiation of fundraising and spending abili
statehood. Of the 118 recall ties, any recall candidates would
movements that have occuired, have to work hard to in melee
only four have successfully style electictfi that would ei^ue.
removed an official from office.
policy with President Karnig.
Claims were made that students
residing in the dorms do not have
enough availability to the Resident
Advisors: also, habits like smok
ing cigarettes in the dorms were
being allowed but not loud music.
Another brief concern was the
need for more emergency tele
phones around campus. DeMauro
volunteered that if students feel
that there is an area that needs this
service, they should contact his
office at ext. 5130 to have it
looked into.
Student Charles Box was anx
ious to know if CSUSB would be
creating a football team any time
soon, to which Kamig replied,
"No - that's an easy one."
The second forum wiU be held on
March 10 in the Serrano Village
Square at 5 p.m.

slide show, to about 45 people in
attendance. She was.sent to work
in Madagascar in June 2000 and
worked there for two years. In
that time she took classes for
three months to leam the lan
guage and culture of those she
was going to be living around.
After that she worked at the
first national park in Madagascar
to make it more like a westem
national park that one would see
in America. She hdped to create
signs, brochures, and a map to
get around the park.
Soderbery also spoke about
the culture and how she "feared
that being away from family was
going to be hard," but luckily she
became a member of the town

Cowt.

-SUPB
front page 4

considering the friendly and
relaxed atmosphere of the
Student Union.
Also, current Program
Boar4 members enjoy spend
ing weekend retreats in
^places such as Chico State,
P^m Springs and Big Bear.
. If yoaVe the type of per

son who enjoys having a
great ^me an4 meeting new
faces on a routine basis, then
you miglit tte a potential Cai^
dtdate to carry the Program
Board tradition next school
year. For more information
on how to Join this exciting
group, please call Ericka
Nuitez at (909)880-5234 or
email
. f her :
at
enun€z@csusb.]edu. r V

wIkJ pafficijpated were
to t^efe^^
memory home by receiving a free^
videos were handed out. meaning^S
,125 students took part in sometliing
that CSUSB student Joshua Shlnir'
teferres to as, "a worthwhile experi
ence feat was fun and bonding with myfriends."
'
Undoubtedly fee "Fun Flicks" wasway to bring out some enthusi
asm and spirit to CSUSB stu^nta:;
which fee performers as well as the
viewers enjoyed.

only one country (Britain) is supporting
the U.S. government. What kind of ene
mies will we create worldwide if we act
without UN support-especially if we do
so before the inspection process has been
completed?
—If Iraq is so dangerous, why do the
neighboring countries not feel threatened?
—If Iraq is so dangerous, why isn't the
whole world turning against it?
As advanced as we are supposed to
be in this nation, I think there must be
some nonviolent, non-evasive way we
can get Saddam out of office, help the
Iraqi people, not waste both American and
Iraqi lives, and avoid making millions of
new ene
become more
to
ctei bet sevetel cities will put an ouffi^t I®;
on its use at clubs and small feeaters teid
even large intor arenas. Ake^y, the
upcoming KISS / AEROSMTTH summcattmr is being re-worked to inclucte more mitdoor shows.
Finally, fee red tragedy in this whole mess
is that the lives lost
boxjme a footnote
to fee court bdtles and finger pointing fed
is sure to come.
From fee criminal case to the civil
c^es, fee lawyere will be collecring fees
from feis for years to come. The names of
those lost will disappear as fee media circus
kicks into bi^ gear in front of tte court
house and attorneys jockey fw camera time.
Also, I doubt GREAT WHITE will be able
to weather feis stonn and so anofeer good
rock band may have seen its end. Already
prices for GREAT WHJTE music did nx^mon ebay are soaring.
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5 p.m. Monday, March 10
Serrano Village Square

PRESIDENT'S

F0RU

Join President Karnig in an open
forum to discuss important issues:
Housing
Grants for
Education

Course Avaiiablity

Impact of Budget Cuts
Faculty Hiring

For more information please contact
JuanLuna at Ext. 3932

Continued
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~Rest)onses cont.
from page 13
Columnist Dave Berry has
made a living writing about
trivial everyday things that are
funny when someone brings
them to light. These pieces
run no matter how serious the
world events may be because
people have a need to laugh.
Ms. Alvarez simply wrote a

piece that she thought others
might enjoy or identify with.
There is no pressure for
the reader to agree with the
ideas or content in the Op/Ed
section or laugh at them. The
ambiguous nature of the sec
tion is there as a platform fOr
people to express themselves
as they see fit. Any one read
ing our paper has the ability to
offer their comments for print.
There is a time and place

to be serious and The Coyote
Chronicle does it's best to pro
vide thoughtful content that
allows students to ponder seri
ous issues, but the Op/Ed is not
necessarily it.
However, I do agree with
our critic on one point. I wish
that there was some in-depth
information that would instruct
me on the healthiest underwear
to wear, but until then I'm
keeping my leopard thong.

fhmk as such, we wdl nev^^A^mative action needs to past etarh Cher's differ^icMv
Cont from page i^dumgc with the times. Whea it .aiKl n^km and prejudice will
1 am generalized because I am
eff^t, it washe^ endure.
We tffe fooling ourselves if
ed and it Iwlped a lot of people.
white, a problem that is tecomwe
^tually
believe that affir
Bnt
tl^re
is
so
need
for
it
now,
aig more nia i^oldem as whites
bea3n» more and more the it needs to be abolished, it has mative action rids us of racism.
minority (at least in sou&em no place in present society. We On the contra^ it promotes it,
California) Besides, even if my cannot make what happened from both sides, white
anwstors were ptut of slavery, back then any better by having black.
- Rob Norbrylsi
diat was a while ago. times have fire view th^ someone neecte to
pay for . it If we continue to

Are you looking for the scoop?
The 'Realness'?
The truth behind the hype?
Wanna know the truth behind the politics?

Join the Chronicle
for info come by our office UH037
. or call @ 909 880 5289

^sotr
font from page 9
"All I knew how to do was perspnificatioii ^d selfrd^:^ation.
mcH-e picky attout the
lyrics...instead of just complain
ing all the time, I'm trying to
paint the problems aaid
i,see^them;y;a
'''
name of Soles new
allium Comes from die idea that
humans are live water, and since
he is selling his thoughts, he
remarks in the "Selling Live
Water" track that he "keeps sell
ing live water to out of towners
with cameras." I see his concep
tion that sees humans as
mecaphoric embodinrents of

water as pointing toward a colJectiyha idea of. ^ciety,
.
in Nahve Anrark^ litera
ture for cxamplcHis sacrifice of his inner
thoughts and reflections cm be
viewed as an offering. In
'Teepee on a Highway Blues" I
was almost l<^t widiin Sole's
confosion and lamentations, he
says in the middle of the
song"Vyhat's eating me is Ml-'
mg"^d ends wM a
acknowledgement of his own
receding hairline.
Taking Sole's lyrics at face
vaiite, it can be shocking to he^
m artist give ^ much of his
inner consciousness
lacks
self preservation, especially
when compa^od to mmnstream
hip hop. Fm better or worse,

^Ratdog
Cont. from page 10
brought the songs to life. Each one being its oWn
story and having a life of its own.

tracks such as "Slow,: Cold
Dri^s " and "Selling Live
Water" IHusmtte dnough a hon
est took at life from Sole's posi
tion. His lyrics at times show
creativity aranged through
tragedy,
accompanied
by
delightfully moody beats,
? ?
By the end of die album
you start to realize: that you cah^t;
exactly lock "Selling Live
Wato" in to a cteitein gei^, It
been observed that Sole's
appeal lays more within the
audiences of indie rock and trip
hop, as opposed to mainstream
hip hop, but listeners can hear
his hip hpp influnces within the
comftosistion. It is whatever you
mke from it, but to latel this
^bum might lead you to mi^
tihe point.

This band and many of the other JamBands
out there allow taping at their shows, this show
was no exception, 1 managed to hook up with one
of those tapers during the show and arranged a
trade with him.

Classifieds

"

Textbooks
Do you want some extra cash? We buy textbooks and we can sell your textbooks at
a discount. Call Josh at 909 874 0706. Leave your name, number, and books you
want to sell or buy.

National

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
- ^
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~Grana Canyon
Cont. from pg. 19
a little over an hour, we were
almost there. "Wow," I thought.
"This hike should be no problem.
We should be back way before
sunset."
My wife started to fall behind
as we began to get closer to the
bottom. Her feet began to hurt tiying to keep up with me. The prob
lem, I later leamed, was that her
shoes were too tight, so her feet
began to blister. Did I care? No, I
was determined to reach the bot
tom.
The closer we neared the bot
tom, the more we began to observe
the mighty Colorado River. My
heart began to race. 1 was about to
see, hear and hopeftilly even touch
the Colorado River. We would be
there at the bottom, experiencing
all of the canyon's wondrous
beauty, while others looking down
from on top of the rim would click
away their cameras dreaming to be
where we would be in a few min
utes.
Then, there it was - the bot
tom. We were finally at the bot
tom of the Orand Canyon. There,
we crossed a suspension bridge
that dangles over the Colorado
Wver. This is actually pretty inter
esting because the biker gets to
stand directly over the river.
We fmally crossed the bridge
and made our way toward the
river. As we neared the Colorado
River, we saw people embarking
on a river rafting trip, others going
to the campsite located at the bot
tom of the canyon and people
going back up. Near the river, 1
saw a sign that read, "Elevation
2,278 ft. The Colorado River." I
was fmally there.
When I saw the river, 1 tried
desperately to get close enough to
touch it. But the closer I got, the
softer the sand had become, prevaiting me from getting any clos
er.
The bottom of the canyon
was hot. When we began the jour
ney at the top, the temperature was
about 40 degrees. Now it became
a miserable 90+ degrees. The
sweat began to bleed down our
necks and faces. The heat of the
canyon was now beginning to
wear on our frail bodies.
My wife and 1 decided to take
a quick break to enjoy the bottom
before taking on the long ascent.
We located a tree to shade us from
the scorching sun. Next to the tree
was that same sign that echoed
what 1 had read at tbe shuttle pick
up area. "STOP, HEAT KILLS!
Under no circumstances should
you attempt to hike from the rim to
the river and back in one day!"
The sim began to reverberate the
fears of all hikers who descend the
canyon: not being able to make it
back up.
We began eating to replenish
our bodies. I was not too hungry
and decided to eat a little bit of my
Power Bar. My wife elected to
take off her shoes and examine her
feet. They were full of pussing
blisters. I took out my first aid kit

~7V magic

and gave my wife some band-aids
for her tender feet. Witnessing the
gruesome sight of the blisters, I
began to hope that the bandages
would help with the ascent that
was to come.
Looking at my watch, ! saw
that it was ahnost noon. I decided
it was time to make the journey
back up. We packed our belong
ings and began the ascent. Now
the heat began to work its magic.
During the first quarter mile up,
my body began to wear out. Each
step, each movement of my legs
began to feel like I was walking on
peanut butter. My backpack beg^
to feel as if someone had mysteri
ously attached a thousand pound
weight to pull me down. My
heart, feeling the strain of the
ascent, began racing as if it were in
competition at the Indy 500. I
knew now that this hike was not
going to be the piece of cake I
mought it would be.
We began taking rests at each
turn. Our bodies were running out
of energy rapidly. To ease the
thought of the long and rigorous
hike back, we began making shortterm goals. We decided to just
make it up the hill we were on,
then the next turn, and so on.
Finally, after painfully push
ing our bodies towards their limits,
we reached a desert area along the
canyon that had a call box for
emergencies. This call box was
for people who descended the
canyon and had underestimated
the hike back im. The cost of the
call was a $2,000 helicopter ride
back up the mountain.
At the moment I saw the call
box, my body gave out. 1 had
absolutely no energy. Never in my
25 years of life
I ever felt
absolutely worn out.
1 had seen grown men run out
of energy, dead on their feet. But I
ftiought that only happens to men
who are weak. Men who did not
have die guts to push themselves
passed their limits. Never could I
imagine that this could be me. My
heart was racing now. My body
was burning and breaking.
1 stopped and sat down on a
rock. I became transfixed by the
call box, starring at it like-a man
stares at a beautiful woman. My
wife, seeing me st^, asked me if I
was all rignt. "What could 1 tell
her so she won't worry?" I
thought. 1 had to tell her some
thing. My body was giving way.
After carefully debating the
reply in my head, I told her the
trutfi that I was exhausted and out
of energy. 1 then glanced at my
watch t^ing to estimate how long
it woulcT take to get up the moun
tain. I concluded that if we were
lucky, we would probably be at the
top sometime after dark. My body
was completely out of energy and
the hope of returning to the top
began dwindling. The canyon was
trying to claim another victim and
I was slowly succumbing to it.
Continuing to stare at the call
box, one thoumt kept on scream
ing inside my head. 'What should
I do now?"
Will Roity and his wife make
it out alive? Oh the humanity! I!

are Mite to
wiA tlettt a
of their own work, like a :video
Cont. from page 9 resume or portfolio that w^l giye
them an advantage later in life.
^ class work? In 444, the class These classe.s are prefect fw tmyjust finished m on-Iocation shoot one who has dreamed of workiiig
M Calico ghost town, where stu in the area of mass communica
dents were removed from ffieir tions, especially in televisicHti
elassroom settings and were able Many students go into television
to do the work many film stu production in a TV station, or
dents dream of. Creating a 3CK production facility, either in
minute show, students divided news department or even com-^
Into four groups to document the mercial production. Other oppofCivil War Reenactmeiit that toc^ tunities include working in the
place in Calico. The groups cov medical or corpmnte video
ered the North, the South, the ronmenl, or being an bn-mr
time period and the history of sonaMty.
Calico. Drawing quite a crowd Interested? Call Mike Wichm^
with all the equipment, students at extension 5419 for more infsrwere forced to work under pres mation, or stop by the
sure not felt in a typical lab.
Commtmication Studies
Wichman says these courses are in UH-Q18. Classes fill up (pickoriginal by nature that get peo ly ^ don't delay making your
ple thiiddng." Wh^ students (heMns a reality with C.al States
complete die media courses ffiey own prtKiuction studio.
; ;i
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Globetrotters visit Coussoulis arena
By Robert Marino
Special to Chronicle
When we look at the modem
day Harlem Globetrotters we see
a team that travels the planet
bringing laughs, gags, and high
flying dunks to families every
where.
The Globetrotters are a team
so rich in tradition and history
that their contributions are often
overlooked. There have been
many individual athletes who

have contributed to further the
cause of civil rights in this coun
try and around the world. Some of
these athletes are; Jesse Owens,
Jackie Robinson, and Muhammad

T

ah

But, I'd be happy to argue
that no single team has done more
for athletes, civil rights, and the
game of basketball than the
Harlem Globetrotters.
The Harlem Globetrotters
started in 1926 .and contrary to
popular belief the team originated
Robert Marino/Chronicle

GROOVING: The Harlem Globetrotters performed and played for the fans of San Bernardino on
February 23.

Robert Marino/Chronicle

Paul "Showtime" Gaffney has some Jun on the court.

in Chicago with the name the
"Savoy Big Five". The name was
changed
to
the
Harlem
Globetrotters in the 1930's due to
the team being mostly black.
Even in the early 1930's the
team was known for traveling to
any destination to play any oppo
nent. Their level of excellence is
still to this day unmatched with a
winning percentage well over
.950%.
By
the
1940's
the
Globetrotters were beating teams
so badly that scores of 112-5 were
not uncommon and that is when
the clowning and entertainment
aspects of their play entered the

other team would suffer the
embarrassment
of
getting
spanked by an all black squad of
bailers.
Here are a couple of ftm facts
you might not know. The first
black player to enter the NBA was
in fact a Globetrotter named
Nathaniel "Sweetwater" Clifton
who went to the New York
Knicks in 1950? This would later
lead the NBA to routinely draff
players off the Globetrotter's ros
ter, the most famous player being
Wilt "The Stilt" Chamberlain. He
was the highest paid player in the
league making $50,000 in 1958.
The contributions of Harlem

Washington Generals and later

gbod^lT are" well noted by their
games in such diverse places as
Berlin, which they hold the world
record for attendance of basket

the New York Nationals became
the permanent competition of the
Globetrotters was because no

"The Saint" of hoop lore
By Wesley Collins
Staff Writer

ill

On Sunday Feb 23 Robert
Marino and I embarked on a glori
ous adventure. We spent the day
attending the Harlem Globetrotter
game at the Coussoulis Arena.
Before the game Rob and I
had the privilege of interviewing
one of best and most exciting
players on the team, Michael "The
Saint" St. Julien - a seven-year
veteran of the squad who has vis
ited 33 countries with the team.
Robert: You've globe trot
ted everywhere, what is your
favorite city and country?
Saint: My favorite country is
Australia
because
it
was
Americanized and we had nice
crowds. My favorite city is
Houston because I live theie and I
love the whole big city aspect... I
ioiow Houston is the place for me.
Wesley: If you could have
one NBA player on the Harlem
Globetrotters who would it be?
Saint: I like Kobe and I like
MJ, but I would really like to see
Tracy McGrady on the team. He
has long arms and I think he could
do a lot of the crazy passes that we
do and also because he has a high
vertical, he has the game 1 have. 1
like that stuff.
Robert: Which NBA team
would you most like to play for?

Saint:
I love being a
Globetrotter this is my NBA. I
love the idea that we can travel all
over the world ... have fun and
meet people.
Robert: Is the schedule a bit
too strenuous for you? You guys
have to travel a lot.
Saint: No. We have 24 play-

....

^

Robert Marino/Chronicle

ers, 12 on the East Coast and 12on
the West Coast. We travel all over
the United States from Dec 25 to
April 20. We try to cover the
entire United States.
Wesley: How often do the
Harlem Globetrotters have tryouts?
Saint: We have tryouts every
year in Piescott, Arizona, where
we train from Oct 1-15. They
bring in 50-75 guys and sign the
guys who make the cut to one-

than "earned the title "The
Ambassadors of Basketball"; they
have earned the title "Legends of
the Hall of Fame".

I,

—

^UBUJflV"

,

I
year contracts. 1 have signed
I
seven one-year contracts.
1
Robert: When did you know
I
you wanted to be a Globetrotter?
i
OMy*
Saint: Well, when I actually
<«• Uberleen thenrtea Ceirteil I
became one, which was in 1996, it
May en* Sub & a Lsrs* Driidc nd Gat m
tabway Sewhwielwa |
was tough for me because I didn't
Second 8" Sub of Ecjual or L*fts*r Vatu* Frae 41M M. Sfwra Utay
!
Sm Baniwdlne CA •240T •
know what I was doing.
OwCM^MifwrettMMNar. Met fUkl wWi
e#Nr.
(tOft) 8M-3M3
I
OWWtUI* e> tMe limeOee
e>i^«ee«rert
However, when I signed my
i
—
first one-year contract and we
actually flew to Australia, New
Zealand, and J^)an and like five
Mr.
or six other countries I just knew
then and there I was on the big
SMT fVA/
iC
stage.
Wesley: What is your role
on this team?
154 W. 40th Street
Saint: I'm a team leader ...I
San Bernardino, CA 92407
do a lot of dunks, and catch high
Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Phone: 886-5099
flying passes but I'm a team
Wdrermwi
leader.
Robert: What is the mes
10% Off with this coupon
Free delivery with minimum $10.00 purchase
sage you hope people get from
attending a Harlem Globetrotter
game?
Saint: That basketball is not
Total Attention Family Childcare
only a money-oriented sport it's
A Program ForChildren 0 - 1 4
fun, it's entertainment and you get
a chance to actually interact with
Open 7am - 5pm plus
the players.
offer extended hours
Robert: Where do you see
yourself in the future?
Saint: I would love to coach
the Harlem Globetrotters ... why
would I want to leave something I
Phone Numbers:
Susan Fuller
love so much and have so much
(909)881-6688
Lie #364808524
(909)313-0232
fun with? We love making people
feel good.

FREE

6-inch Sub

Thai Food

Michael "The Saint" St. Julien
poses for the camera.

ball game of 75,000.
Also, they have also played
and entertained fans in such hos
tile environments such as
Moscow, China, and South
Africa.
r f
The Globetrotters have even
played before many dignitaries
such as the Pope in the Vatican
and the Queen of England in
Buckingham Palace.
If you are still not convinced
that the Globetrotters have con
tributed more to the sports world
than any other team then think of
this, no single team in any sport
has played more than 20,000
games period.
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A hike turned adventure in the Grand Canyon
I were awestruck by the beauty of
our surroundings. The morning
mist rose up like steam as god
For many days, I had beams made their way onto the
planned this moment. I had visu- ground. The beauty of Northern
Arizona was now engulfing the
alizedhow it would all unfold.
In only a few hours, my wife scenery around us.
We arrived at the Grand
and I were going to embark on
one of the most strenuous day- Canyon and made our way to the
hikes in all of America. In just a shuttle that was to take us to the
mere three hours, we were going trailhead. At the shuttle pick-up
to descend the majestic Grand area, there was an information
Canyon down to the Colorado stand regarding all of the hikes
River and retuhi back again to the maintained at the Grand Canyon.
G a z i n g
top in one day.
As I thought of
started to fall around I saw
a sign that
"'San to read, "STOP,
glided back to get closer to the bottom, H E A T
sleep.
J
/ was K I L L S !
Under no cir
My wife
and I awoke at determined to reach the c u m s t a n c e s
should you
1 a.m. We hur- bottom.
attempt
to
ried to get our
hike
from
the
rim
to
the
river
and
things together. Running around
like a chicken with its head cut back in one day!" Did 1 take
off, 1 made sure we were bringing heed to the warning the sign pre
everything. Cameras, Gatorade, sented? Did I care? The sign, I
water, Power
a first-aid kit, believed, was for amateurs or
emergency blanket, ponchos. people who were either too old,
They were all packed nicely into too out of shape or both.
I, Rody Rodriguez, had
our backpacks.
After we were done packing, many hikes under my belt. I had
we loaded up the car and began hiked Mt. Whitney, the highest
driving out of the little western mountain in the Continental
This hike
town of Williams, Ariz.,r which is United States.
"south ^ the Grand appeared to be mere child's play
i'on. As I drovis, my wife and in comparison. The adrenaline

By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer

Rody Rodriguez/Chronicle

BREATHTAKING: The Grand Canyon is one of the most grueling hikes Rody

Rodriguez has ever hiked by the

view made it worth the adventure.

now began flowing through my
veins.
The hike my wife and 1 were
going to attempt was the South
Kaibab Trail. This was a more
than 12-mile hike round trip,
which is not counting the 5,000+
feet loss and gain of elevation. It
was said to be a steep and rigor
ous hike.
"No problem," I
thought with confidence. • -

After a long hour of anticipa
tion, we finally arrived at the
trailhead.
At one point, 1stood speech
less peering down the canyon,
looking at where we would soon
to be.
The descent was easy. We
reached Cedar Point - which is
approximately 1.5 miles from the
tiBilhead - in about 15 minutes. I

began jogging down the canyon
at this point, passing tourists
from other countries along the
way - Go USA!
We then reached Skeleton
Point - the halfway mark along
the journey to the bottom. In just

-Grand Canyon con
tinued on page 17

Reed earns CCAA honor

.
. • , :•
; v M mWbitehead/CSUSB
Te 'Ron Reed directs the fasthreak in a CCAA confert»c4
at CcmssauHs arena.

CSUSB
Wire
Te'Ron {T.K.) Reed m Febmaiy 24
was named the Rawlings California
Collegiate Adiietic Association men's
tekedjall Player of the Week for his outstendmg performance in Cal State San
Bem^dino's wins over Gi^d Canyon
and UC San Diego.
The 6-1 jimioi; poirit guard from
Facoima has his best all-^und games of
the season back to back to earn the honor
while helping his team clinch at least a tie
for its fourth shaight CCAA champi
onship.
R€^ averaged 10.5 points on 58
percent shooting, 3.5 rebovmds and 11
assists to go with 3.5 steals per game. In
die 86-58 win ov^ GCU, Reed had 12
pomts, 10 assists, five steals and four
refeounds. In foe 88-68 win over 0CSD,

he Imd nine pointe, a ^teasotiTh]^:
assists, three rebounds and two s^ls in
Just 23 minutes of play. He finished the
week fedth a stq>ed> 3.1 to 1 assists to
tiunover ratio.
Reed ranks No. 1 in the CCAA in
both assists(6.2 per game)and steals <3.1 •
per g^e) and ranks No. 3 in foe natiem;
among Division II playera in steals ^id:
No. 20 in assiste, alfoough the latter peti
tion could improve when conference sta
tistics are updated nationwide this week.
The Coyotes' floor general h^already eclipsed the CSUSB school
record for steals with 73 (foe old mark;
was 57 by Gerald Dunc^ in 1988-89) •
and neefoi only 14 rtiOTe assists in foe^
final four games to era^ Jimmy Alapag's
single-season assist record of 15? set is
1999-00.
:
'
R^d is foe foird Coyote to earn
player of foe week hotiora in foe CCAA.;

'Jlis ac! lo the Planned
Parenthood no.nn??,: yoi; to receive
a free goodie bag- durifig the
month of February.
1W>y« Sijppim

Our Services include:

Birth Controi, Emergency Conlracsption, STD testing & treatment,
Male Services, Pregnancy testing & options. Education
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Golf swings
into action

Waterpolo
sinks foes

By Beatriz Barragan
Staff Writer

By Beatriz Barragan
Staff Writer

After a winter break, the
green golf courses are ready to
resume play. CSUSB entered the
Family Motors Invitational Golf
Tourney hosted by defending
champions CS Bakersfield on
Feb. 24 and 25.
Key returners that played
during the tournament were jun
ior J.R. Reyes who averaged
75.6 strokes during the 20012002 season.
Junior David Backus aver
aged 76.7 strokes while senior
Frank Firman averaged 76.9
strokes during the 2001-2002
year.
After the first 36 out of 54
holes, CSUSB finished I6th out
of 17 teams on Feb. 24. CSUSB
had a first and second round of
307 strokes (+38).
CSUSB (+55) finished 15th
in the tourney over Holy Names
College
(+57)
and
CS
Dominguez Hills (+72) on
Feb.25.
Reyes had the fewest
strokes to lead the Coyotes team
with 76-73-74 for a 54-hole total
of 223 over the par after the two
day period. Reyes finished 23rd
out of 47 golfers in the Division
II. Cal State Bakersfield (-23)
took the Family Motors title for
the fifth consecutive year.
On March 3rd and 4th the
Coyotes' golf team will head to
San Luis Rey Downs CC for the
State
San
Marcos
Cal
Invitational. Soon after, CSUSB
will host the CSU San
Bernardino Coyote Classic on
March 24th and 25th.

Coming off a great start
after participating in the UC
Santa Cruz Slugfest Invitational,
the CSUSB water polo team
faced Division I club team.
University of Michigan on Feb.
22 at the UC Irvine aquatics
complex.
The Collegiate Coaches
Wate^ Polo Poll had University
of Michigan ranked at No^
the nation. The Wolverines were
able to challenge the Coyotes at
full speed. By halftime the
Coyotes were down 0-5 to the
Wolverines. The Lady 'Votes
were only able to make four
attempts against the Wolverines'
goalkeeper in the first half.
It was not until the last quar
ter that the Coyotes were able to
score thft first to the three goals
for the team; By day's end,
CSUSB fell to Michigan 3-10,
m

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

SHARING: Dumas Martin (Ifftt) hands off to leading scorer Bobby Burries (right) in a CCAA game.

Men's basketball No. 12 in nation
and sitting atop CCAA conference
CSUSB
Wire
Cal State San Bernardino, rid
ing the crest of a school-record 19game win streak, advanced to tiie
No. 12 spot in the National
Association of Basketball Coaches
NCAA Division 11 poll today.
The Coyotes are 17-1 in the
CCAA, having clinched a tie for
their fourth straight CCAA title
with four games remaining, all on
die road. Sonoma State is tied for
second at 12-5 with Cal Poly
Pomona and ranked No. 4 in the
West Region poll. CSUSB is No. 1
in the regional poll. A new region
al poll is due out Wednesday.
Meanwhile, the cream is ris
ing to the top in the NABC nation-

al poll. Kentucl

in the W^t }^gi(^ popped to No.

moved into the No. 1 spot with a
23-2 record. Tarleton State (23-2),
one of four teams to beat CSUSB,

overtime loss to Great Northwest

season h\gh

Athletic Conference foe Seattle
Pacific last Thursday. The
Lumberjacks, the West Region
runnerup in 2001-02, are 21-3.
BYU-Hawaii, 14-3, which split a
pair of games with Hawaii-Hilo
last weekend, is ranked No. 19 in
die nation and No. 3 in the West
Region, pending the new poll.
The Seasiders got a heavy
dose of bad news, when it was
learned that dieir 6-10 center Scott
Salisbury, who averages in double
figures in both scoring and
rebounding, has been lost for the
season. BYUH was the sixth seed
in the 2002 West Regional at
CSUSB.

Despite the loss the Lady
'Votes came back home to host a
Mini
Tournament
against
Whittier College and Chapman
University on Feb. 23rd.
CSUSB won the first game
against Chapman with a score^
11-7 after Chapman took
first lead 0-2 at thfe start of the
first quarter. Later that day,
CSUSB smoothly swam past
Whittier College out-scoring the
Poets 15-5 to end the day.
CSUSB next faces off
Pomona Pitzer, University of
Arizona, University of La Verne
and Chapman University on
March 1st and 2nd.

.1 c !• r
•bliveraM
longe^

•w e
of inter-!
ini head coach and will be
the Coyotes full time coach
for the 2003-04 season,.
is ranked No. 2. Metro State, the
defending Div. n champion, has
moved up to No. 6 with a 22-3
record.
Humboldt State, ranked No. 2

stea\s.

Softball fights to find diamond chemistry
By Beatriz Barragan
Staff Writer
A couple of games into the
Softball season and the Lady
'Votes are looking at a 5-15 over
all record (3-5 in conference).
Good pitching and a strong
defense have not pulled the Lady
Coyotes from their 6-game losing
slump.
"We have good hitting and
defense but it's not enough
because the other team is hitting
more against us," says Head
coach Dawn Castaneda.
On Feb. 22 UC San Diego's
freshman pitcher Stephanie Kurz
pitched the first game of the dou
ble header against CSUSB and
held the Coyotes to three hits.
Kurz allowed a single run on a

homerun by Coyotes' sophomore ers on the team are returners and
shortstop Ariana Ramirez in the the rest are either freshman
second inning. It was Ramirez's recruits or transfers.
"It's hard right now with the
first homerun of the season.
new
coaching staff and most of
The second game saw more
the
team
being new," says Coach
offense from the Lady 'Votes,
Castaneda.
they scored the first three of their
The coaching staff was per
five runs in the first inning, but
the Tritons took adyantage of two manently chosen during the win
Coyote errors and scored seven ter bre^ and the entire team,
of their 10 runs in the second including players who have
inning off Coyotes' pitcher Jamie played for CSUSB for years, is
Killeen (1-6, 5.09 ERA). The adjusting to the change.
The team will be looking to
Coyotes ended the night with a
score of 5-10 against UC San more pitching Ifom Dawn Onishi
who leads her team with a 2.94
Diego.
The Lady Coyotes in the last ERA. Senior Tracie Schioppi
six games have scored 15 runs, should supply the offense with 10
but the opposition has scored 39 runs on 23 hits, which leads her
team.
Senior
Sharmaine
times in the same time period.
Kendrick
is
just
a
step
behind
CSUSB is facing problems
Schioppi
with
7
runs
on
20
hits.
with adjustment. Only five play

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Tracie Schioppi sets up to throw a UC Davis runner out in the loss
to the Aggies at Coyote Field.

